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ABSTRACT 
Targeted sanctions’ impact over rebel groups has not been examined by scholars, making it unclear 

whether the policy mechanism has the capacity to peacefully resolve intrastate armed conflicts and 

cease hostilities by weakening rebel groups. Considering the mentioned, the paper explores how 

targeted sanctions impact rebel groups, and suggests that properly monitored and effectively 

enforced targeted sanctions have the capacity to weaken rebel groups, via shortening rebels’ 

economic, military and political resources. Using the method of structured, focused comparison, the 

suggested hypothesis is empirically tested on the rebel groups of Revolutionary United Front in 

Sierra Leone and the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola in Angola. The findings 

of the study revealed that effectively monitored and enforced targeted sanctions are capable of 

lessening rebels’ military and political resources, however, observing sanctions impact on economic 

resources proved difficult. Based on the analyses and findings the paper suggests that imposition of 

targeted sanctions should be initiated at the early warning phase of a conflict, rather at the point 

when the intensity of conflict has reached its peak.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

The United Nations Security Council has increased the use of targeted sanctions against non-state 

actors since 1995 due to the rise in intrastate conflicts in the post Cold War era. The Security Council 

had imposed multilateral sanctions on states and their governments before the 1990s, but targeting 

non-state actors was an innovative approach for ceasing hostilities and aiming for the peaceful 

resolution of a conflict. Besides the long history of targeting non-state actors via sanctions, the topic 

remains greatly under-researched in academia. The majority of scholars in the field focus their 

analyses on a state as a target of multilateral sanctions, attempting to identify which channels the 

sanctions operate through to achieve the desired policy changes in a state. Therefore, the approach 

forms a state-centered view of sanctions theory, which does not examine any effect that international 

sanctions might have on non-state actors/rebel groups. Only several scholars defined NSAs, however, 

sanctions’ impact on NSAs has not been assessed. Thus, this thesis aims to shift academic analyses 

and examine targeted sanctions’ impact on rebel groups by exploring the following research question: 

how do UN targeted sanctions affect non-state actors?  

The paper makes three types of contributions: firstly, it strives to depart from the state-centered 

view of international sanctions by shifting the focus of analyses onto the rebel groups; and secondly, 

it attempts to generate the hypothesis by testing it in a comparative case study; and finally, it makes 

policy recommendations. The derived findings from the study will be particularly important for 

decision makers, because the findings can be considered when deciding whether to rely on sanctions 

or to utilize a timely military intervention in order to avoid dreadful consequences of a conflict. 

Furthermore, the outcome of the study should assist the wider society in forming future expectations 

related to targeted sanctions. 

The study builds the theory based on the assumption that rebel groups need various types of 

resources to succeed in their military struggle against government. The paper divides resources into 

three categories: economic, military and political; all of the resources are necessary for maintaining 

warfare. Rebel groups build connections in order to secure those resources. The paper considers that 

introducing strictly monitored and enforced sanctions can curtail the networks relied on by rebel 

groups, thereby effecting the group. As such, the paper examines the following hypothesis: targeted 

sanctions have a capacity to weaken rebel groups.  

In order to empirically test the stated hypothesis, the method of structured, focused comparison 

is used. This means that a set of questions are formed and posed to each of the selected cases – 

UNITA in Angola and RUF in Sierra Leone. Moreover, a clear temporal distinction is kept within the 
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cases, with pre and post sanctions phases. This allows one to observe sanctions’ impact over the 

target, while examining rebel groups before sanctions were imposed and after sanctions’ actual 

imposition. The decision over the temporal division is based on the establishment of sanctions’ 

enforcing and controlling mechanism – Panel of Experts.  

The main findings of the research suggest that targeted sanctions, effectively monitored and 

enforced by the Panel of Experts, have the capacity to shorten rebel’s military and political resources. 

However, the study did not manage observing sanctions’ impact over the rebels’ economic resources. 

Particularly, arms embargo constrained arms flow to the rebel held territory, preventing the 

rearmament of a group; the fighting on the ground disarmed rebels, combining these factors resulted 

in declined number of battles. Diplomatic sanctions played a significant role in reducing the supply 

of arms to rebels, as rebels’ political supporters terminated their affair with the factions, after the PoE 

initiated talks with those actors. Thus, diplomatic sanctions substantially shortened rebels’ political as 

well as military resources. The paper did not include an observation of the impacts of commodity 

sanctions on rebels’ income, due to the secret deals between rebels and purchasing agents. 

Furthermore, the commodity ban proved incapable of constraining the export of small gemstones; it 

increased the level of corruption and pushed the trading routes further underground. The study 

recognizes that the rebels’ income might have been reduced after the commodity ban, as transaction 

costs might have been risen for rebels; however, as highlighted, no obvious evidence was identified 

by the study to support the statement.  

Based on the analyses of the rebel groups and the Security Council’s policy, the paper makes 

several policy recommendations, and advices that the mandate to the Expert Panels should be 

authorized by a specified time and no less than a year. This will guarantee that the experts investigate 

violations of a single type of sanctions, and manage completing communication with a suspected 

state/entity. Furthermore, because arms embargo can restrain arms flow, the paper advocates 

sanctions’ imposition at the early warning stage of a conflict.  

Following this introduction, the next section reviews the relevant literature on targeted 

sanctions. The third section discusses the theoretical framework, where it is explained how sanctions 

can impact on rebel groups. The fourth section describes the research design and justifies the selected 

method of the study. Sections five and six present the appropriate empirical data for the chosen rebel 

groups before and after sanctions’ phases. Section seven analyses empirical findings; firstly, it 

discusses findings separately for each case and then turns to comparing the cases with each other; this 

is followed by the alternative explanations and policy recommendations. Section nine observes 

potential biases of the study. Finally, section ten concludes with the findings and outlines directions 

for future research.  
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2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH  

Since the mid-1990s, a growing number of scholars have researched sanctions phenomena and 

developed various mechanisms to explain the purpose of international economic sanctions and its 

effectiveness. All of the analyses focus on a state as a main target of international sanctions, which 

forms the state-centered theory. As the following literature review will show, none of the scholars 

have conducted an in-depth examination on sanctions’ influence on Non-State Entities, which are 

frequently targeted by the UN Security Council’s Resolutions. In order to provide a comprehensive 

picture of the existing research, this section first reviews the typology of international sanctions, and 

refers to scholars examining sanctions’ effectiveness. This is followed by a brief overview of state-

centered theory analyses; the final sections surveys the NSAs and state the research gap.  

 

2.1 Typology of International Sanctions  

Sanctions are restrictive economic measures imposed by a single state, a group of states, regional 

organizations or the United Nations’ Security Council to convince a target to change its behavior, or 

to send a signal about violations of international norms (T. Biersteker 2016). Sanctions mandated by 

the UNSC, under the Chapter VII of the UN Charter, are universally applied and legally binding to 

all states (UN Charter, 1945). This does not revoke the significance of the sanctions imposed by a 

unilateral or regional actor; rather it highlights the particular character the UN mandated sanctions 

have internationally.  
Academic literature distinguishes between two major types of sanctions: comprehensive and 

targeted. Comprehensive sanctions are the broadest in scope and do not discriminate between those 

responsible for the proscribed activities and the general population of a country (T. Biersteker 2016). 

Comprehensive sanctions generally prohibit all direct or indirect imports/exports with a target. 

Comprehensive sanctions were mostly employed until the mid-1990s with the underlying aim to 

weaken the economy of a state in order to force the government to make a policy change desired by 

sender(s) (Giumelli 2015).  
Smart or targeted sanctions focus measures on leaders, decision-makers, regimes, their 

supporters and persons that are not necessarily country-specific, but who may be controlled by, or 

acting for targeted countries and entities (T. Biersteker 2016). The logic behind smart sanctions is to 

maximize the impact on the responsible individuals in the country/entity concerned, and minimize 

humanitarian consequences for the innocent population (Giumelli 2015). Some scholars even make a 
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distinction in the smart sanctions category and differentiate between selective and targeted sanctions. 

According to Cortright and Lopez, the focus of the selective sanctions is not on a particular segment 

of the population, rather it concentrates restrictions on the trade of certain products or financial flows; 

whereas the targeted sanctions aim for more narrow and precise effects on the elite level, and are 

usually directed at leaders and decision-makers in a targeted state (Cortright and Lopez 2002). Thus, 

the distinction between selective and targeted sanctions lies on the focus; targeted sanctions will have 

little effect on the general population, whereas selective sanctions will impact the ordinary people 

who are engaged in the production of sanctioned goods and/or trade. It should be highlighted that 

scholars generally do not follow such a strict distinction in the smart sanctions category, and 

frequently utilize the term “smart” or “targeted” while addressing non-comprehensive sanctions. 

Much like the majority of scholarly research in this field, this paper does not differentiate between 

the selective and targeted sanctions, and employs the general term of targeted sanctions. 
International and regional organizations have developed the range of sanctions to coerce states 

and non-state actors to improve their behavior if it threatens regional or international security. While 

the focus of the paper is the UN targeted sanctions, it only reviews a different type of UN sanctions 

that the Security Council has at its disposal. Hence, this category covers the following: Diplomatic 

sanctions - restrictions on the diplomatic activity of a governing body; such sanctions refer to 

measures like limitation of accredited personnel, travel, and general suspensions from 

intergovernmental organizations. Arms embargos1 - the general or limited suspension of international 

arms or proliferation goods to a specific country or region. Commodity sanctions2, which limit trade 

in specific resource in the targeted country or region; Transportation sanctions prohibit international 

transit of carriers by sea or air from or to the targeted state/entity. Individual/entity sanctions are 

applied to individuals and corporate entities. Targeted sanctions may also be applied to core 

economic sectors, which have a broader impact on the economy, including financial sanctions, such 

as investment ban, limitations of banking services, and sovereign wealth funds (T. J. Biersteker, 

Eckert, and Tourinho 2016).  
Today, most international and all UN sanctions are targeted (T. J. Biersteker, Eckert, and 

Tourinho 2016). For May 2016, fifteen Sanctions Committees were operating in the UN Security 

Council, all of them on the targeted rather than comprehensive basis. It should be stated that if 

several types of above-classified targeted sanctions operate simultaneously, they would have the 

same effect on a target as comprehensive sanctions have. 

                                                        
1 Arms Embargos are the most frequently applied type of targeted sanctions by the UN Security Council, (87%) 
followed by asset freeze (63%) and travel ban (54%).  
2 This type of sanction is applied to valuable resources such as diamonds, gold, timber, petroleum, 3Ts etc.  
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2.2  Sanctions – Effective Policy Tool?  

Scholarly discussion around sanctions’ effectiveness remains dominated by an assumption that 

“sanctions do not work” (Biersteker 2016; Jones 2015); however, the trend seems to be changing in 

the recently published scholarly articles and books. Generally speaking, in the study on economic 

sanctions, Hufbauer, Schott and Elliott conclude that sanctions were successful about one-third of the 

time they were used (Hufbauer et al. 1990). In addition, Cortright and Lopez found that five of the 

fourteen cases of UN sanctions were partially successful, which translates into a 36% success rate 

(Cortright and Lopez 2002). The newly established research project by Targeted Sanctions 

Consortium3 indicates that sanctions are effective in coercing4, constraining5, or signaling6 a target 

about 22% of the time (T. J. Biersteker, Eckert, and Tourinho 2016).  

On the other hand, a larger number of scholars consider that sanctions are rarely an effective tool 

in bringing about a policy change (Galtung 1967; Wallensteen 1968; Olson 1975; Kaempfer and 

Lowenberg 1989).   
Some scholars have developed substantially different approaches while rating sanctions’ 

effectiveness; Giumelli argues that success should be evaluated by considering the alternative 

measures (Giumelli 2015), which is costly military intervention. Additionally, Biersteker states that 

one should distinguish between the different purposes of sanctions when evaluating their 

effectiveness. The scholar further highlights that sanctions are more effective in accomplishing 

certain policy goals (constraining and signaling) over others (coercing) (T. J. Biersteker, Eckert, and 

Tourinho 2016). Whether effective or not, international sanctions are greatly used as a convenient 

policy tool by a single state(s), regional and international organizations, and researching the 

phenomenon, identifying its shortcomings, as well as general conditions under which sanctions 

operate better, will assist policy makers in deciding whether to rely on sanctions or to utilize timely 

military intervention in order to avoid atrocity crimes against humanity. Hence, researching 

sanctions’ capacity is of particular importance for decision makers.   

 

                                                        
3 The TSC is the first initiative to conduct comprehensive, systematic assessments of the impacts and effectiveness 
of UN targeted sanctions.  
4 An attempt to change the behavior of targets. 
5 An effort to reduce the capacity of targets to achieve the sender’s objectives. 
6 To signal targets about international norms. 
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2.3 State-Centered View of International Sanctions  

The heightened use of international sanctions by the United Nations Security Council in 1990s has 

generated enormous scholarly and policy debate. Due to the frequency 7  of imposed sanctions, 

scholars have labeled the period as the “sanctions decade” (Andreas 2005).  

Currently, International Sanctions Theory is dominated by the state-centered view, whereby 

states and intergovernmental organizations are the main actors, and sanctions are deemed as an 

instrument of foreign policy (Kowalewski 2014). If successful, sanctions are expected to bring a 

policy change that the sender desires. However, there is no consensus among scholars as to how the 

desired policy changes or political transformation are supposed to occur. Biersteker outlines that 

explanations of how sanction should influence a target remain focused on the political outcomes 

(gain) resulting from economic sanctions (pain) (T. J. Biersteker, Eckert, and Tourinho 2016). 

Based on the existing research into sanctions, Lee Jones makes a theory classification and 

distinguishes between Liberal, Public Choice, Institutional, and Neo-Weberian Theories. 

Additionally, Jones develops a new approach - Social Conflict Analysis (Jones 2015). Some of those 

theories attempt to analyze when sanctions work rather than how; but all approaches strive to observe 

policy changes deriving from sanctions8.  

Beside Jone’s classification of sanctions theory, game theoretical approach should be 

highlighted. Scholars of this approach clearly distinguish between sanctions’ threat and imposition 

cases, and develop the argument that sanctions are more effective at the threat phase rather than at 

actually imposed phase (Drezner 2003; Hovi, Huseby, and Sprinz 2005). Game theorists believe that 

“If credible threat of sanctions fails, it is a sign that the target does not intend to comply even if 

sanctions are imposed” (Hovi, Huseby, and Sprinz, 2005). However, while analyzing the 

effectiveness of UN arms embargoes, Wallensteen and Nord found that out of 21 cases of arms 

embargo only 5 threats of UN arms embargo imposition were credible. The scholars further argue 

that public threat of UN arms embargo imposition rarely results in the improvement of a target’s 

behavior (Fruchart, et al. 2007). This said, the assumption might change if one examines different 

types of targeted sanctions at the threat and imposed stages. Hence, the argument developed by game 

theorists remains valid. For the further assumption, close research of the stated problem is required 

that might change the existing trend on sanctions’ effectiveness.  

 

                                                        
7 Sanctions were imposed six times more frequently in the 1990s compared to the previous 45 years.  
8 For detailed information on the developed sanctions theories please see Jones 2015.  
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2.4  International Sanctions and Non-State Actors/Entities9   

As stated in other parts of the section, previous literature has provided important insights into the 

state-centered analyses of international sanctions. Few scholars have shifted research focus on to 

Non-State Actors and contributed in the field by defining the NSAs (Kowalewski 2014; Lapaš 2010; 

Giumelli 2015).  

 Scholars researching NSAs do not have a common understanding of what the term stands for or 

what type of entities are meant under the NSAs. The UN Security Council defined non-state 

actors/entities in the resolution 1540; according to the resolution, a non-state actor is an ”individual 

or entity, not acting under the lawful authority of any state in conducting activities” (Oosthuizen and 

Wilmshurst 2004). Thus, the NSA defined by the SC can be a rebel group or internationally acting 

Non-governmental organizations, whose agenda differs from the state and are exempt from a state 

influence.  

Lapaš further classifies NSAs, defined under the UN Security Council Resolution, and 

distinguishes between the notion of “non-state” and “parastatal” entities. The difference between two 

entities lies on the element of territoriality; parastatal entities not only act independently of a state, 

they also control some parts of the state’s territory (Lapaš 2010). These entities usually function 

during the conflict as a de facto government with the intention of transforming into the government 

de jure, if their combat is successful (Lapaš 2010). Clearly, Lapaš discusses insurgent and belligerent 

factions, targeted by various resolutions from the UNSC and regional organizations.  

Another scholar, who has focused on the NSAs, studies such entities from a substantially 

different standpoint. Particularly, Kowalewski defines NSAs as “global civil society groups with the 

attempt to change the world for the better” (Kowalewski 2014). Certainly, Kowalewski discusses 

non-governmental organizations that are an entirely different phenomenon from the type of NSAs 

defined by the Security Council and Lapaš. However, NGOs, as a type of NSAs, can have a 

significant characteristic underscored in the SC’s definition, which acts independently of any state. 

Such NSAs do not make up the unit of this paper’s analyses; rather the paper deliberates on the type 

of NSAs destined under the UN Security Council and Lapaš’ definition. Additionally, the paper 

acknowledges the importance of territoriality as an attributive character for NSAs, which Lapaš 

emphasizes in his definition. But the following theory section will discuss the significance of 

territoriality in depth.  

 

                                                        
9 This paper does not make a distinction between Non-State Actors and Entities, accordingly, it uses the 
abreviations as NSA/NSEs. 
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2.5 Identifying the Research gap  

The Security Council targeted NSAs via sanctions in 25% of the cases since the 1990s (T. J. 

Biersteker, Eckert, and Tourinho 2016). The frequency of targeted sanctions aimed at NSAs might be 

a good indicator to highlight NSAs’ increasingly influential role in international politics and security. 

This trend can be considered an initial standpoint for departing from the state-centered perception of 

international sanctions theory.  

Additionally, as all UN mandated sanctions are smart and aimed at individuals or non-state 

entities, it is individuals and non-states actors who might adjust their behavior in response to the 

targeted sanctions (Giumelli 2015). Hence, an understanding of how sanctions work must be adapted 

to this new reality, and one must examine the impact NSAs experience after sanctions imposition. 

Considering the NSAs’ definitions, provided by the scholars, the paper aims to further shift academic 

research onto NSAs, as it is an understudied topic, and theoretically analyze targeted sanctions 

impact over them. In doing so, the paper attempts to moderately fill the existing research gap by 

building and testing the theoretical assumption, which will be discussed in the following chapter.  
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Having presented the insights of previous research, this section develops a theoretical framework for 

the research question: how do UN targeted sanctions affect non-state actors? Analysis begins by 

conceptualizing rebel groups in a collapsed state; this is followed by the classification of resources 

that rebels need to acquire in order to conduct military operations and control strategic localities. The 

argument on sanctions’ possible impact on rebel groups is derived via examining the process of 

transforming rough extractives into economic income. The section develops four main premises upon 

which the theory is built, starting from the control of strategic localities and ending at political 

support. After theoretically reviewing the process of income generation, the hypothesis is stated. The 

final part of the section describes the logic behind the hypothesis, and highlights the causal pathway 

for the expected connection between the research question and the hypothesis.  

 
 

3.1  Conceptualizing Non-state actors in Collapsed States  

The formation of non-state entities usually takes place in a state that does not have the capacity to 

carry out its duties; such as monopolies on rule making, violence and taxation within a defined 

territory and among the population living therein. When a state loses meaningful capacities in its 

three above-mentioned core dimensions, it collapses (Lambach, Johais, and Bayer 2015). 

In a collapsed state, the existing government cannot control the state’s borders, government 

troops battle armed revolts led by one or more rivals, and the loss of state authority over the 

peripheral areas is frequent, the expression of official power is limited to a capital city, and the 

government does not have a capacity to collect taxes and benefit from the existing resources 

(Lambach, Johais, and Bayer 2015).  

Moreover, in the absence of the government’s ability to control the entire state territory, rebel 

factions take advantage by monopolizing large portions of the country within the nation-state, 

building up their own local authority systems, and even establishing some form of international 

relations (Rotberg 2003). Additionally, rebel groups often direct violence against the existing 

government to overthrow it. Such activities greatly threaten the legitimate power of a government. As 

“no state welcomes military incursions across its borders, governments are likely to respond 

forcefully to such violations of their sovereignty” (Salehyan 2007). However, it is not always the 

case: sometimes, governments see a rebel group as a direct threat to their survival and respond with 
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greater force; in other cases, governments are less concerned about events at the periphery of the 

country, have numerous other priorities to address, and dedicate less attention and fewer resources to 

the rebel threat, which may be viewed simply as a localized rebellion (Hazen 2013).  

The availability of rough resources within a state territory stimulates rebel groups to initiate 

military attack and establish some form of control over the territories. This helps the group sustain 

the formation and satisfy the group’s needs. Therefore, rebel groups are particularly prone to gaining 

control over the resource rich areas with an objective to obtain valuable rough resources that will 

convert into income. Financial resources, generated from the illicit trade of valuable extractives, 

assist rebel factions in sustaining their guerrilla warfare and established alternative governance 

forms; furthermore, rebel groups may not only strive to maintain the alternative (non-state) forms of 

governance, they will also aim to pursue rational strategies of resource accumulation and are likely to 

engage in sophisticated economic networks that have transnational ties (Cooper 2002). Such 

networks allow rebel groups to transform rough resources into financial income or make profitable 

barter deals.  

In the presence of weak state institutions and military, it becomes more likely that rebel groups 

will have a stronger presence in some parts of the territory within the nation-state. It should be 

highlighted that government or rebel group presence on certain territories is not constant and is 

subject of adjustment (Hazen 2013). Certainly, the stronger side is more likely to maintain and 

further enhance its presence over the resource rich or other strategically important areas. In order to 

accomplish this objective, a rebel group needs several types of resources; and obtaining or possessing 

those resources is not compatible with a government’s interests.  

 

 

3.2 Necessary Resources for Power Possession  

As stated above, rebel groups need a variety of resources to sustain group balance, resist government 

politics or maintain presence over the strategic localities. The term “resource” does not only refer to 

valuable extractives, rather it encompasses all resources necessary for sustaining rebels’ objectives. 

Hazen classifies the range of resources into three categories: economic, military and political (see 

Table 1) (Hazen 2013). Economic resources consist of financial means to purchase military and other 

goods and pay soldiers, and are generated from illicit exploitation and trade in valuable extractives, 

looting opportunities in agricultural productions, etc. Military resources refer to arms and 

ammunition, communication equipment, training and manpower; Political resources include direct 
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support to a rebel group in conducting illegal activities, access to information, diplomatic support, 

and a safe haven in a neighboring country (Hazen 2013).  

While the paper aims to identify the possible ways in which targeted sanctions can affect 

rebels, it will mainly examine the rebels’ financial income generated from the illicit exploitation of 

natural resources. The justifying logic behind the decision is as follows: firstly, the UN Security 

Council has targeted the networks that assist rebels in selling valuable extractives and maintaining 

financial income from illicit trade; secondly, as rebel groups do not officially announce any kind of 

income, it is difficult to state estimates on the amount of money a group had received from diaspora 

remittances and other sources.    

The theory builds the logic on four premises that groups need to undergo in order to achieve 

their goals. In the identified resource categories, economic resources are considered a primary means 

that allows a group to access other necessary resources. By drawing the logic behind resource 

harvest, I aim to argue how sanctions can affect and curtail the access to the established networks, 

which in turn will weaken rebels’ financial, military and political capacity.  
 

Table 1: Armed Group’s Resources and Sources 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: Jennifer M. Hazen  
 

3.3  Economic Resources  

I argue that the economic resources are primary and essential for a rebel group to sustain group 

formation and implement its objectives. Even if the rebel group does not pay for its soldiers, and only 

offers the social status/priorities, a group still needs economic resources to survive, to feed, equip and 

finance the organization, and train the recruited solders in order to improve the effectiveness of rebel 

fighters (Weinstein 2005).  

Category Resources Sources 
Economic Cash, natural resources, food, material goods Diaspora remittances, tax systems, donations, theft/looting,  

barter, trade/sales in natural resurces, bank robberies 

Military Arms, ammunition, logistics, training,  
manpower 

Black market, legal market, neighboring states, patrons,  
third-party States, peacekeepers, government forces,  
other rebel groups, individuals  

Political Diplomatic avenues, legitimacy, information,  
links to patron’s network, safe haven 

Patrons, neighboring states, third-party states, regional or 
international organizations, diaspora 
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Therefore, in a search for economic resources, rebel groups frequently choose natural 

extractives with a high capacity to generate significant income. Le Billion categorizes extractive 

resources as “lootable” and “non-lootable” (Billon 2013). Non-lootable resources, (oil, timber, 

kimberlite diamonds) are more difficult to harvest due to the technical nature of the extraction 

process when compared to lootable resources (drug crops, alluvial diamonds, gold). Because the 

lootable resources are readily available and easily tradable, rebel groups aim to establish some form 

of control over such resources, while control will guarantee access to the extractives. It should be 

highlighted that such valuable extractives are frequently placed in the specific geographic localities, 

such as soil or rock formations of the river basins, and accordingly, the exploitation process is bound 

to those definite areas (Hazen 2013). A rebel group or government needs to continuously control 

those localities and have access to appropriate equipment in order to obtain rough resources and then 

generate revenues from resource trade (Lujala 2009). Thus, the first premise the theory builds on, is 

the necessity of controlling the resource rich areas.   

Once a group has maintained sufficient control over the territory, several other conditions are 

necessary in order to profit from resource trade. First, the group must be able to harvest rough 

resource, and secondly, it must be able to move the resource to the market, and the market must be 

accessible as well (Hazen 2013). Hence the theory’s second premise, whereby a connection is 

established with a market where selling valuable extractives is possible.  

As the discussion highlights, access to rough resources is crucial, while it guarantees continued 

finances for a group. Moreover, economic resources allow rebels to purchase other necessary 

resources, and “create an economic incentive for group members to engage in digging, defending, or 

fighting actions” (Hazen 2013). Therefore, the leadership of the rebel group will be highly motivated 

to sustain, and if possible to increase the resources available to them, which will center the fighting 

within territories with valuable and easily extractable resources, which is considered as strategic. 

Strategic geographic localities refer to control of, or access to, spatial areas such as land, water, and 

air, that has an impact – be it positive or negative – on the security and economic prosperity of 

nations (Kemp et al. 1997). Hence, the paper considers the territories strategic, which possess 

diamonds deposits, have an access to air transportation or land road. The peripheral areas bordering a 

neighboring country are considered to have strategic importance as well, due to the simple 

entry/departure points, and transportation advantages.  
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3.4 Military Resources 

Military resources are the necessary means that ensure a rebel group’s leadership sustained control 

over its members, over resource rich and other strategically important areas, and their ability to resist 

government forces. Generally, a group has two ways to acquire weapons and arms. First, by 

establishing access to an arms network, which is only possible via negotiated deals with international 

arms brokers10, corrupt national military and police forces (Hazen 2013). Hence, the element of 

internationality is necessary in the arms procurement process, while weapons and ammunition cannot 

be accessed locally within the country. The second and comparably easier way to obtain weapons is 

by capturing them from the enemy or other forces. It is likely for a group to capture weapons during 

offensives regardless of the military capacity at that time; however, if a rebel faction does not have a 

guaranteed gradual supply of weapons, it is more likely that soldiers seize the weapons as a part of 

their guerilla strategy. Certainly, a group relying on this last strategy will be defeated quicker than the 

group obtaining arms continuously.  

Gradual supply of weapons is more likely to occur when a rebel group has established a 

connection with (an) arms dealer(s). Hence, it is likely to be a preferred strategy for the group 

leadership. However, merely establishing connections with arms dealers will not be sufficient in 

itself, since the rebels must have sufficient finances to afford the preferred arms (Hazen 2013). 

Again, finances are a determining factor here, while the general availability of weapons does not 

directly translate into access of military capacity.  

One should consider possible difficulties on roadblocks, such as border controls or curtailed 

access to airstrips, which can disrupt gradual supply of arms (Hazen 2013). If a rebel group does not 

manage to obtain arms, the group’s capacity to defend the strategic localities will decrease gradually 

or sharply, depending on the strength of the adversary. However, as Marsh argues - rebels are likely 

to alter procurement strategies over time, and access more or less plentiful sources, if they face 

difficulties on a certain market or on a certain road (Marsh 2007). Altering a market will fluctuate 

purchasing prices on arms, which might be profitable or unprofitable for the group. But the necessary 

conditions - access to arms via different markets – must remain, as this allows rebels to acquire as 

many arms as they need. Thus, the third theoretical premise is access to arms’ market.  

Additionally, access to military goods does not always equate to an increase in a military 

capacity. The group members need to know how to use the purchased arms, indicating that adequate 

training for the group members is required (Hazen 2013). To get the members trained, a group 

                                                        
10 Political support is necessary to connect to international arms dealers, which will be discussed in the following 
political resource section. 
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leadership must be able to hire a proper military expert, who will conduct the training activities. A 

group will also need a safe territory to carry out such activities, which is frequently provided by a 

neighbor regime, supporting rebels politically and sharing their networks to a group leadership. This 

indicates that rebel groups will need a political support in order to obtain and strengthen group’s 

military capacity.  

 

3.5 Political Resources  

Political resources have a dual importance for rebels. As mentioned in the military resource section, a 

neighbor state could connect rebels to an international arms dealer, ammilitary trainer and 

additionally, could allow a rebel group to undertake a military training on its territory. Thus, 

identifying and securing such political support is a mandatory forth premise.  

Some rebel groups are unable to develop an independent connection to a market in order to sell 

diamonds. When this is the case, groups are more likely to rely on a political patron. While a political 

patron can facilitate access to the market for selling diamonds, purchasing military goods, or 

providing safe havens for the group leadership. Political patrons might include foreign and neighbor 

governments, and leaders of other rebel groups. However, entirely relying on a political patron is not 

always beneficial for a rebel group. As Hazen underscores, political ties can have double-sided 

effects on rebels’ success or failure. They can simplify the process of accessing military and 

economic goods, or they might, on the contrary, limit the group’s ability to act independently (Hazen 

2013).  

Generally, political support is not given altruistically. In most cases, neighbor regimes play a 

brokers role and secure the continued supply of arms in exchange for diamonds, or securing the 

availability of the diamond market. In return, such patrons gain significant profit from the illicit 

trade. Political support is likely to decline when the group is of little use to the patron, or when the 

group is undertaking actions contrary to the patron’s interests (Hazen 2013). Dependence on a 

political patron is associated with a lack of flexibility, while the political support is likely to 

disappear if a supporter is faced with their own problems. This means that rebels will become 

vulnerable and their formation could rapidly dissolve if they fail to replace the existing patron. Thus, 

the theory identifies the great importance of political support that allows a group to maintain a 

military capacity. 

Finally, it is worth highlighting that all types of resources are interdependent, which means that 

access to certain types of resources can influence the access to another. For example, changes in 

financial resources can influence the access to military resources, which can produce a number of 
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detrimental effects to a group, including a reduction in capacity, the constriction of available options, 

a shift in the group’s posture from offensive to defensive and, in the worst case scenario, challenges 

to group survival (Hazen 2013).  

 

 

3.6 Constructing Hypothesis and Causal Mechanism  

After reviewing the necessary resources and the steps rebel groups need to undertake for obtaining 

finances from the trade in rough extractives, it is clear that the process is not easy and includes 

several stages. A rebel group has to secure the coherent process in order to sustain group formation, 

presence over the strategic localities and reach the desired objectives. If the established network faces 

some difficulties, it will impact on the whole system. For example, if a rebel group finds it difficult to 

access a market where the selling of diamonds usually takes place, the group’s income will decrease 

rapidly. If the access to the market remains limited for some time, it will deteriorate the group’s 

ability to satisfy its needs and purchase arms and weaponry; furthermore, as the political support is 

never altruistic, the chances that such support will disappear is high. However, the leadership of the 

group, as a rational actor, might start looking for an alternative market to ensure continued trading in 

rough extractive and secure income respectively.  

Even in the second scenario, targeted sanctions, prohibiting purchase of diamonds or other high 

value commodities of certain origin, are expected to have an effect on rebels’ income. As the theory 

identifies, economic resources are primary and a necessary condition for a group’s existence, and 

decreasing or cutting off economic resources is likely to have various detrimental effects on a group. 

Most importantly, rebel factions will face difficulties in affording arms, which can decrease the 

group’s capacity in maintaining effective defense of those strategic localities where the extractives 

are located.  

Arms embargoes are also expected to limit arms’ flows to the rebel controlled areas. For that 

particular reason, restrictions authorized by the UNSCR must be strictly complied by states and 

business entities, and must not be violated by supplying arms and ammunition to non-state actors, or 

purchasing valuable rough from non-identified dealers. Complying with restrictions will interrupt 

rebels’ access to (the) arms, (the) political patron and diamond market(s) and impose economic costs 

on a target. A rebel group will find it difficult to sustain and wage a military offensive without 

necessary arms and the group will face difficulties in maintaining control over the strategic localities, 

which leads to my concrete expectation:  
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Hypothesis: UN sanctions have the capacity to weaken the targeted rebel group.  

 

 

 
Figure 1: Causal Explanation 
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4 RESEARCH DESIGN  

This section explains the methodological choices of the study by describing the methods to test the 

theoretical framework on the empirics. It starts by identifying the adapted method, which is followed 

by the justification over the decision of case selection. The section addresses similarities and 

differences between the selected cases, as well as internal and external validity of the study. Detailed 

explanations ground the temporal division within the cases, while the data collection issues are 

addressed as well. This is followed by the operationalization of the theoretical framework, and the 

section is concluded by the structure of analyses.  

 

4.1  The Method of Structured, Focused Comparison  

The paper employs the method of structured, focused comparison to test the theoretical argument – 

UN targeted sanctions have the capacity to weaken the rebel groups, over two empirical cases. The 

chosen method allows me to form the appropriate questions derived from the theoretical guidelines 

and ask a formulated set of questions in each selected empirical case. This ensures a systematic 

comparison between cases and an accumulation of findings from the single study (George and 

Bennett 2005), that will be further compared and analyzed. 

The focused nature of the method allows a researcher to direct focus on a certain aspect and 

particular time in the chosen cases (George and Bennett 2005). While my focus is to observe whether 

a rebel group was weakened by the imposed targeted sanctions or not, I need a clear focus on time, in 

order to identify any possible alterations that occurred after the SC had targeted a particular group.  

In order to see possible alterations in a group, I construct my observations as “before” (pre) and 

“after” (post) sanctions phases. The distinct observations will allow me to examine any possible 

relation between the dependent (weakened rebel group) and independent variables (targeted 

sanctions). While I plan to observe the casual mechanism simultaneously, an in-depth observation 

and comparative analysis will assist me in identifying other intervening variables and any 

theoretically unexpected outcomes. In doing so, I will use the technics of process tracing method, 

which will enrich my empirical and theoretical findings, as well as analyses.  

The research design of the paper is the qualitative comparison, which I consider absolutely 

appropriate and upon which I ground my argument, while considering that “case studies enjoy 

advantage of an exploratory nature and are more useful when a subject is being encountered for the 

first time or is being considered in a fundamentally new way” (Gerring 2006). The rebel groups I am 

studying as the empirical units, have been examined by various scholars. However, this study makes 
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first attempts to observe and compare the rebel groups before and after the UNSC targeted them via 

sanctions. Thus, the chosen research design suits this paper’s purpose.  

Additionally, due to the fact that the paper makes first attempts to test and generate the stated 

theoretical argument, the final outcome of the study might contradict the expected outcome and 

formulated hypothesis. If the mentioned occurs, it means that the theoretical argument was either 

incomplete or wrong, and corresponding analyses will be provided.  

 

 

4.2 Case Selection  

As it is known, case study analyses do not allow for randomization that makes a case(s) 

representative of the overall population; meaning that the observations selection is crucial for the 

outcome of the research and the degree to which it can generate reliable results (King, Keohane, and 

Verba 1994). With this in mind, appropriate selection criteria should be identified in order to select 

cases for the small-n case study design (Gerring 2006). The selection criterion the paper adopts is 

based on the presence of the explanatory variable (UN targeted sanctions), which allows me to 

investigate whether my independent variable x leads to the theoretically expected changes in the 

dependent variable y. 

A further point that needs to be addressed while assessing the case selection process is the 

deliberate selection of cases, which bears a high risk of selection bias, and can undermine the validity 

of the research (Gerring 2006). To avoid the selection bias problem, there are several steps a 

researcher can undertake (King, Keohane, and Verba 1994; Collier and Mahoney 1996). In doing so, 

I select cases on the basis of the explanatory variable, which guarantees that the results of such 

studies will not be misleading, while aiming to find out the values of the dependent variable (King, 

Keohane, and Verba 1994). Because the objective of the paper is to explore the dependent variable, 

tackling the selection bias problem in this way is important.  

However, selecting cases on the explanatory variable leads to another problem that requires 

additional attention. Namely, I might have some prior knowledge on the dependent variable, 

introducing the selection bias in a way that favors the suggested hypothesis. In other words, I might 

have selected the rebel groups that were weakened after the targeted sanctions, which would prove 

my theoretical argument; but in reality, my choice in the case selection would introduce bias and 

could not lead to the reliable results (King, Keohane, and Verba 1994).  

The paper adopts the method of most similar case analysis, whereas the cases are similar in all 

respect except the outcome of theoretical interest (Gerring 2006). In most similar case analyses, a 
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researcher is supposed to carry out a controlled comparison of cases, where only the exploratory 

variable changes over time, the rest remaining constant (George and Bennett 2005). However, it is 

hardly possible to conduct such a controlled study in the field of social sciences, except experiments. 

Besides the very strict nature of the method, it also has the great advantage of allowing to identifying 

as many other explanations as possible that might influence the outcome of the study (George and 

Bennett 2005). Accordingly, adopting this method will assist me in identifying any possible 

confounding variables that might be strongly correlated to my dependent variable and/or determining 

the outcome of the study more than the variable I am interested in.  

 

 

4.2.1 Case Studies – The National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) 
and Revolutionary United Front (RUF) 

The pool of possible cases included all rebel groups targeted by the UN sanctions, which were 

engaged in the illicit exploitation of lootable natural resources. Out of the possible cases for the 

study, I selected the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) in Angola and 

the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) in Sierra Leone.  

The cases were selected based on the variety of considerations. First, the UN Security Council 

targeted each group due to their engagement in illicit natural resource trade and battles against the 

governments; in each case, the SC had established the Sanctions Committee and Panel of Experts, 

investigating sanctions compliance and groups’ actions over a certain time, which is indeed 

supportive to observing groups’ actions and stating an argument about sanctions’ nature (whether 

they were effective or not). Second, both groups existed well before sanctions imposition, and had 

established some forms of governance over the resource rich areas, that allowed them to generate 

income from the trade in alluvial diamonds, which was used for purchasing arms and other necessary 

resources, identified as a primary mean for sustaining group formation. Third, both groups were 

greatly dependent on the type of resources discussed in the theoretical framework (there was some 

form of difference, which I discuss later). Other existing similarities include weak government 

presence in each country, porous borders and the state’s inability to control borderlines, unregulated 

diamond sector – large portions regulated by illegal miners, etc. Those similarities lead me to believe 

that the comparison of the selected cases can be carried out, thus allowing me to derive cautions 

generalizations on the rebel groups targeted by UN sanctions.  

Although the cases share a number of similarities, there are some characteristics that make 

them non identical. Namely, UNITA was a larger formation and consisted of many members, with 
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the group even possessing some type of representative offices abroad that assisted them in carrying 

out a number of activities. Whereas the RUF, a considerably smaller formation, entirely depended on 

the neighboring Liberian government’s support, especially in the beginning of the invasion in Sierra 

Leone; UNITA had enjoyed diverse political support from a number of African governments. 

Furthermore, UNITA was targeted only by the UN Security Council’s sanctions (which the paper 

focuses on), whereas prior to UN sanctions, the regional sanctions were operating against RUF, 

imposed by the Economic Community of West African States. Additionally, ECOWAS had 

authorized the regional peacekeeping mission (ECOMOG). One might argue that it is impossible to 

separate the effects of regional sanctions from the UN sanctions, but due to the fact that in 1999 

ECOMOG forces were withdrawn from the country, I consider the effect of the regional sanctions as 

symbolic in nature, without any misleading effect on my independent variable.  

 
 

4.3 Internal Validity and External Reliability of the Case Selection  

While selecting the cases, the issues of internal and external validity should be considered. Internal 

validity refers to how well the chosen method refers to the theory and captures the phenomenon in 

question, and to whether the indicators properly measure the theoretical argument, whilst also 

isolating any confounding factors. By adopting the structured, focused comparison and using the 

same set of questions while collecting and analyzing the data, I am able to measure variables and 

theory to a high degree, and accordingly, argue that the study has high internal validity.  

External validity refers to how well the results generated from the case study can be used to 

generalize the findings to a larger population of cases. Since the cases I chose do not come from a 

single country, and do not suffer from the conceptuality, the study will have a good level of 

generalizability to the broader population of cases.  

However, in terms of reliability, the study has limited scope. Reliability refers to the 

replicability of the study, i.e. the reliability of another person’s findings when carrying out the same 

study. This can be problematic, since the operationalization of the theory is subjective: if a person 

conducts the same operationalization process, the derived results might be slightly different.  
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4.4 Time Frame and Data Collection  

In order to observe targeted sanctions’ effect on rebel groups and to guarantee the systematic 

comparison as the adapted method requires, I need to state a clear timeframe for the measurement of 

the variables in the chosen cases.  

To start with the independent variable and justify my decision over the before and after case 

analyses, I need to mention that the UN first imposed sanctions against UNITA in 1993, which 

prohibited sale and/or supply of arms and related material, as well as petroleum products to the 

group. Later in 1997, the SC enhanced the scope of targeted sanctions and additionally enforced the 

travel ban to all UNITA officials and their adult family members, and the transportation ban - 

prohibited flight of aircraft by or for UNITA. In 1998, the Security Council imposed asset freeze and 

banned the direct and indirect import of diamonds that were not certified by the Angolan 

Government. With this in mind, the time from 1992 till the end of 1998 will be analyzed as “before” 

sanctions imposition phase, while the existing sanctions regimes were greatly violated and did not 

have impact over the target, which is the essential condition for the independent variable. Sanctions 

regimes became effective from 1999, as the enforcing mechanism – Panel of Experts was established. 

Accordingly, as the post sanctions phase I will observe the time over 1999-2002, and analyze the 

effects of sanctions by comparing the stated periods.  

In the case of RUF, the UN first imposed arms embargo, travel and petroleum bans against 

Sierra Leone in 1997. It should be mentioned that during this time, sanctions were operating against 

the whole country due to the forceful changes in the democratically elected government. In 1998, the 

UN removed sanctions on Sierra Leone and reimposed the arms and travel ban on non-governmental 

forces, which included the RUF. As it was mentioned, RUF was greatly dependent on Liberia, and 

sanctions became tight on the rebel faction only after imposing the secondary sanctions on the 

Liberian government, demanding to expel all RUF members from Liberia, to cease financial and 

military support to RUF, and to cease all direct and indirect import of Sierra Leonean rough 

diamonds, which were not controlled through the Certification of Origin scheme. Additionally, 

sanctions monitoring mechanism – Expert Panels was established. I will therefore observe the period 

from 1997-2001 as the pre phase of sanctions, and from March 2001 till 2002 as the post phase. The 

clearly stated time period together with a well-grounded argument should allow me to measure the 

dependent variable and generate reasonable findings from the compared cases.  

Data for the analyses will be collected from multiple sources. However, the core of the data 

will be derived from the Panel of Experts’ reports, due to the fact that those reports closely follow the 

actions undertaken by the targeted groups. Close findings will allow me to compare the groups’ 
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economic, military and political resources, as well as their territorial disposition, which is the way to 

evaluate the relationship between the independent and dependent variables. But, while there is a 

possibility that the PoE’s might be biased towards the institution they work for11, I will consult the 

secondary sources as much as possible – scholarly articles, books, and available NGOs’ reports – in 

order to reduce the level of source bias.  

It should be highlighted that the available information in assessing rebels’ economic, political 

and military strength is approximate. The data on rebels’ yearly financial income deserves special 

attention, while the numbers are estimates provided in statistical analyses. The availability of 

statistics is problematic, and does not always reflect to the truth, with no rebel group declaring any 

type of income. I will therefore consult companies’ statistics purchasing diamonds, as well as NGO 

reports. I emphasize that I cannot eradicate the reliable resource unavailability in this case; instead I 

will try to compare various figures that will more or less give the approximate unbiased number. I 

should further underline that the available information on the rebel groups varies greatly, which does 

not allow me to provide the same level comparison within and between cases. For example, for 

UNITA, yearly statistics are available over the period 1995-2001; but for the RUF, it is difficult to 

collect such precise statistics on income, due to the way the group had smuggled diamonds from the 

country (Diamonds were leaving Sierra Leone through Liberia, and the origin of the extractives had 

never been declared as Sierra Leonean at the international markets).  

 

 

4.5  Operationalization of the Theoretical Framework  

In order to test the suggested hypothesis, the theoretical definition of the independent and dependent 

variables needs to be translated into an operational definition that will empirically outline the 

concept. As for the independent variable, it is fairly direct and simple, with the structure of the paper 

built on the presence and absence of an independent variable – targeted sanctions, and the division 

being made accordingly. However, the dependent variable – weakened rebel group, must be assessed 

through various indicators, such as the rebels’ territorial spread over the strategic areas, the group’s 

economic resources, and military capacity and political resources. Considering my case comparison 

and its attempt to determine a variation in the dependent variable both when the independent variable 

is present and when it is absent, I will pose a relatively similar set of questions in the pre and post 

                                                        
11 This is not necessarily likely, considering the Single Panel of Experts’ team consists of independent experts.  
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sanctions phases, thus allowing me to assess the effect of independent variable. Hence, the following 

questions for the different indicators are formulated (see Table 2):  

 

Table 2: Indicators and Questions for the Dependent Variable   

 

I am fully aware that I might not be able to observe all the formulated questions in each phase due to 

the available information. I will therefore generally observe and indicate the value of the rebels’ 

resources in pre and post sanctions phases, whether it was characterized by an increasing, decreasing 

or gradual trend. This allows me to see changes between, before and after sanctions phases, and 

observe whether the expected theoretical claim – that the resources will decrease as the impact of 

sanctions – is supported or not.  

Indicators for the 
dependent variable 

Questions 

 

 

Territorial occupation 

 

 
x How large territory was controlled by the rebel group? (towns, 

provinces, administrative units) 
x Did the territory had strategic importance for the rebels? 

(diamond fields, airstrips, located near the border) 
 
 

 

 

Military Resources 

 

 
x How many soldiers were enrolled in the group?  
x Did the group rely on weapons seized during the offensives? Or 

did the group have independent supply of arms?  
x Was the assistance gradual? Or characterized with termination?  
x Were there reported helicopter flights over the rebel held 

territories? 
 

 
 

Economic Resources 

 

 
x How was the group conducting mining activities? (with artisanal 

technics or earth-moving technics) 
x Did the group sell diamonds directly to diamond purchasing 

companies?  
x What is estimated yearly income for the rebel group? 

 
 

 

Political Resources 

 
x How many states assisted rebels in acquiring arms and 

ammunition?  
x Was the support altruistic?  
x What other services did the political patrons provide rebels with?  
x Did a group have a single political patron or several? 
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4.6  Structure of Analyses  

In order to promote a coherent analysis, the empirics for the single case will be examined following a 

common structure. This refers to the presentation of the collected data, as well as its analysis.  

For each case brief background information is given, highlighting the main historical events. In 

order to improve the understanding of the cases and simplify the readability of the paper, the relevant 

information is outlined in both cases as well as within the cases under the appropriate titles.  

Once the empirics are presented, the following section begins with analysis of each case in 

order to examine whether the targeted sanctions were capable to weaken the studied group, in other 

words, whether the expected causation was proved or disproved. This also allows finding additional 

factors that were not considered in the theory. Identifying the problems and issues linked to the 

observed outcome will allow me to present a comprehensive picture of the findings. The significance 

to capture the additional variables, the design did not controlled for, will be possible by tracing the 

process.  

The remaining part of the analysis will be dedicated to the between case comparison, assessing 

the derived findings of the study, as well as providing alternative explanations. The final parts of the 

paper will make policy recommendations and overlook on potential biases of the study in order to 

warn a reader to what degree the paper might be biased.  
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5  NATIONAL UNION FOR THE TOTAL INDEPENDENCE OF ANGOLA - UNITA 

5.1  Background – Angola’s Diamond Mines and Political History  

Angola is the world’s fourth largest diamond producer by value; the quality of its diamond deposits 

allows the country to lead the global output (Cilliers and Dietrich 2000). Angola’s main lucrative 

diamond fields are spread over the north-east, the central, south-eastern and south-western parts of 

the country. The areas of highest diamond concentration are in the Lunda province and Cuango River 

Valley (see the Figure 3) (Cilliers and Dietrich 2000).  

The natural resource wealth fuelled the internal armed conflict following the departure of the 

colonial power Portugal from Angola in 1961. Three rival groups involved in the anti-colonial 

struggle confronted each other for governing of the country: the People’s Movement for the 

Liberation of Angola (MPLA), the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) 

and the National Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA). The MPLA formed a single-party 

government in 1975, but faced continued internal armed opposition from UNITA (joined forces with 

FNLA) for more than two decades (Biersteker et.al. 2013). The Bicesse Accord was signed on 31 

May 1991, ensuring a political settlement of the ongoing conflict, determining the elections’ date that 

would take place under the monitoring of the United Nations Verification Mission in Angola 

(UNAVEM II). Elections were held in late September 1992; the results indicated a victory of the 

MPLA, which was disputed by UNITA and the civil war resumed.  

 

 

5.2 Pre-Sanctions Phase - UNITA’s Capacity During 1992-1998  

5.2.1  Targeted Sanctions Against UNITA  

Targeted sanctions were first threatened against UNITA in July 1993 and then imposed in September 

1993 by the UNSC, due to the UNITA’s refusal to recognize the election results. The imposed 

sanctions included arms imports embargo along with a petroleum and petroleum products imports 

ban to UNITA. The Security Council created Sanctions Committee, however, no sanctions 

monitoring and enforcing mechanism was established12. Due to the deteriorated security in Angola, 

the UNSC in October 1997 additionally imposed a travel ban and cancellation of travel documents of 

senior UNITA officials and their adult family members; the aviation ban, which prohibited use of 

aircraft to/from UNITA controlled territory and closure of all UNITA offices abroad (UNSCR 1127).  

                                                        
12 For the detailed steps  undertaken by the UNSC against UNITA, see the appendix #1.  
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The imposed sanctions in 1993 were mostly symbolic, as the UN mandated restrictions were 

largely violated until 1999. Accordingly, sanctions did not have any intended impact over the target, 

and the overall period 1993-1999 is analyzed as the pre sanctions phase.  

 

 

 

5.2.2  UNITA’s Territorial Occupation and Intensity of Clashes  

In 1992, UNITA troops began positioning at various localities in Angola, and overran the most 

lucrative diamond fields in the Cuango River Valley. Additionally, UNITA controlled various small 

diamond deposits in Lundas (Weigert 2011). Besides the control over the diamond deposits, UNITA 

seized oil production facilities in Soyo, resulting in a slump in Angola’s oil production by nearly 15% 

per day (Weigert 2011). Curtailing the government’s access to the oil field was a strategic maneuver, 

since that the government relied on oil revenues for purchasing arms and financing its troops (Cilliers 

and Dietrich 2000). 

Occupation of diamond fields did not appear constant and was slightly altered after the 

Government initiated offensives in July 1994. The FAA forces captured the strategic town of 

Canfufo, in the Cuango Valley and attacked several other places (Weigert 2011). However, UNITA 

was gaining quick victory and by November 1994, controlled 90 of the nation’s 164 municipalities 

(Weigert 2011). Intensified fights continued throughout 1994, when the government forces used 

airstrikes to push UNITA out of the economically important areas. However, UNITA managed to 

retain control over nearly 70% of Angolan countryside (Weigert 2011).  

During 1994-1996, several negotiation rounds took place, accompanied by small-scale battles, 

that undermined the negotiated peace (Weigert 2011). In 1997, the government troops returned to the 

battlefield, following UNITA’s reluctance to withdraw from lucrative diamond fields. In May, the 

FAA units attacked Lunda Norte and Lunda Sul Provinces, and seized several diamond-mining fields 

controlled by UNITA (Weigert 2011).  

In January 1998, UNITA voluntarily evacuated its diamond mining operations in Lunda Norte 

Province, in the Cuango Valley (Weigert 2011). As a result, the government recognized UNITA as a 

political party. UNITA still had remaining control over the strategic localities in the central highlands 

of Andulo, Bailundo, Mungo and Nhareas, and refused to transfer those areas to the government 

(Weigert 2011). The decision indicated that UNITA was unwilling to fully transform into a political 

party, which caused disagreement in the group. Consequently, UNITA was fragmented into three 

parts: UNITA-R, UNITA parliamentarians and UNITA combatants (Weigert 2011). UNITA 
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combatants continued battle against the government, while parliamentarians joined the government, 

occupying several seats.  

 

 

5.2.3 UNITA’s Economic Resources  

As UNITA established exclusive domination over the most of Angola’s lucrative diamond fields in 

1992, the group managed to build a solid economic foundation from the sales of diamonds. 

Diamonds were obtained by UNITA in a number of ways. The first source was by exploiting 

diamond fields via its own workforce (S/2000/203); this not only relied on artisanal technics, but also 

used sized mining technologies from government controlled areas (Dietrich 2000). Another source, 

which made up most of UNITA’s income, was UNITA’s issuing of licenses, allowing various foreign 

companies to operate within UNITA controlled areas and conduct mining (S/2000/203). Those 

companies used earth-moving equipment, water pumps and river diversions, which resulted in a 

massive output (Dietrich 2000). The third way of obtaining diamonds occurred via taxing 

garimpeiro13 diggers, who mostly used artisanal technics for digging.  

The coordinated method of monitoring diamond fields allowed UNITA to control nearly 10% 

of global diamond production during 1993-1998 (Global Witness 1998). Estimates indicate that 

throughout 1993-1998, UNITA’s revenue from the sale of smuggled diamonds varied from US $2 

billion to 4 billion (S/2002/1119). Table 3 below shows estimated yearly income of the rebel group 

for the time of 1993-1998: 

 
Table 3: UNITA’s Estimated Yearly Income in Millions of US Dollar 

 

 

 

 

 

It is obvious from the table that a significant drop in income occurred in 199514 (according to Global 

Witness) and in 1998 (according to both sources). It needs to be emphasized that the UN Security 

Council prohibited the purchase of diamonds from UNITA controlled areas in June 1998. Logically, 

                                                        
13 Garimpeiros were illegal workforces in Angola’s diamond fields, engaging mainly in artisanal mining of 
diamonds along the border with the DRC.  
14 Since I am intereseted in sanctions’ effect over the income, I do not concentrate on the drop in 1995, while 
sanctions over the diamond trade was imposed later.  

Year  1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 

Source - Dietrich  300 400 600 700 600 250-300 

Source - Global Witness 600 600 320 700 700 200 
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the drop in income was expected to begin from 1999, if the imposed sanctions were capable of 

causing it. This indicates that the analysis needs to be guided to other direction, because it is apparent 

that UNITA’s income had significantly decreased before commodity sanctions could have any effect 

on it. Obviously, another intervening variable contributed to the drop in income, like the government-

initiated offensive over the lucrative diamond fields in late 1997, pushing out UNITA from the 

diamond deposits.   
 

 

5.2.4  UNITA’s Military Resources   

UNITA’s military strength has to be appraised by considering two factors: the number of combatants 

serving under the rebel faction, and the type of weapons rebels possessed. While assessing the 

structure of UNITA’s military forces, it should be highlighted that UNITA had constructed a strong 

and disciplined army, consisting of various units. The total number of soldiers serving under the 

command of UNITA accounted for 65,000 in 1994 (S/2000/1225). Troops were divided into regular 

and irregular units, supported by paramilitary militia (Human Rights Watch, 1994). Additionally, 

UNITA had artillery unites divided into three specialized types: field, air defense and anti-tank 

artilleries (Human Rights Watch, 1994). UNITA’s other units included: military intelligence service, 

military police and communication units, logistics, personnel and training commands (Human Rights 

Watch, 1994).  

For 1995, UNITA had spread its military operations over four operational fronts:  

� The Northern Region (Uige and Zaire provinces, Cuanya Norte and Bengo; Malanje) 

� The North Eastern Region (Lunda Norte, Sul) 

� The Eastern Region (Moxico)  

� The Central Region (Benguela, Bie, Cuanza Sul, Huambo and Huila) (Human Rights 

Watch, 1994).  

The rebels employed two tactics for obtaining arms: capturing from government troops and 

purchasing from arms brokers with assistance from various African governments (Weigert 2011).  

Besides the imposed international embargo over the sale and supply of any military and 

petroleum products to UNITA in September 1993, the rebels received substantial weaponry. Private 

dealers flew shipments to UNITA-held airstrips, supplying rebels with various military and non-

military goods (Human Rights Watch, 1994). 

In 1997 UNITA’s military strength decreased as a result of government-initiated offensives, 

when the FAA seized a large number of arms form UNITA’s stockpile (Weigert 2011). However, 
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UNITA managed to rearm with the assistance of various African Governments that will be discussed 

in the following section. 

 

 

5.2.5 UNITA’s Political Resources  

UNITA’s representative offices abroad established partnerships with various foreign governments, as 

those offices were operating in many African and European countries, as well as in the United States 

(S/2000/1225). The representative offices played a crucial role in assuring advancement of UNITA’s 

political and military objectives, initiating financial transactions, diamond dealings, arms and other 

procurements (S/2000/1225).  

As a result, UNITA enjoyed support from the governments of Zaire15, Burkina Faso, Congo-

Brazzaville, Rwanda and South Africa. Mobutu government of Zaire provided UNITA with the end-

user certificates through which the arms brokers were able to obtain weapons in Eastern Europe for 

rebels (S/2000/203). Zaire was also a base for the stockpiling of weapons purchased abroad. In 

exchange for the support provided, UNITA gave Zairian officials diamonds and payments in cash 

(S/2000/203). However, the overthrow of the Mobutu regime in 1997 marked the end of this strategic 

partnership.  

Burkina Faso was a transit point for arms, arriving from Eastern Europe and destined for UNITA 

(S/2000/203). Namely, the Kinshasa airport assisted pilots in continuing a planned route towards 

UNITA held territory in Angola (S/2002/1119).  

Congo-Brazzaville backed UNITA by hiding a significant amount of weapons and military 

equipment in its territory (S/2002/1119) and avoiding passing weapons and artillery to the United 

Nations Monitoring Mission that was responsible for the disarmament and demobilization process in 

Angola (S/2002/1119). The government officials also supported UNITA in purchasing professional 

uniforms for the rebel soldiers. Namely, the government purchased 5000 green French style uniforms 

from a French factory under the cover of the Brazzaville government, which was later passed to 

UNITA leadership (S/2000/203). 

Rwanda allowed UNITA personnel to safely operate in its territory of Kigali, for the purposes of 

arranging diamond sales and meetings with arms brokers. Rwanda has connected UNITA to some of 

its own arms brokers and provided with necessary contacts (S/2000/203). 

The involvement of South African companies with UNITA cannot be directly acknowledged as a 

state support to rebels. The company, known by the names of “De Decker Brothers” and “Watson”, 
                                                        
15 The former Zaire is the Democratic Republic of Congo today.  
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based in South Africa, procured arms and other military equipment for UNITA (S/2000/203). The 

company was the main supplier of arms and non-military goods for UNITA until 1995. Watson also 

procured medicines for UNITA and brought foreign trainers for UNITA soldiers to be trained on the 

use of certain type of weapons (S/2000/203). In return, UNITA paid Watson with diamonds for the 

received services and goods. Estimates value the delivered diamond parcels to the company worth at 

US $4/5 million (S/2000/203).  

 

 
Table 4: Summery Indicators for UNITA – Pre Sanctions Phase 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Note: Change in group resources is indicated by (Ï) for increasing, (Ð) for�decreasing,  
(Î) for remaining constant.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Post-Sanctions Phase - UNITA’s Capacity During 1999-2002  

5.3.1 Targeted Sanctions Against UNITA 

The imposed sanctions against UNITA were still active for the beginning of 1999. The Security 

Council took further steps in June 1998 and by the Resolution 1173 imposed: a financial asset freeze 

on UNITA, a diamonds export ban to diamonds not controlled by the Certificate of Origin regime, a 

ban over mining equipment and services for UNITA, prevented official contacts with UNITA 

leadership and specified exemption for representatives of Angolan government, UN and Lusaka 

Protocol (UNSCR 1173). In 1999, the Security Council Resolution 1221 mentioned for the first time 

the leader of UNITA Jonas Savimbi, and the later resolutions of 1237 identified Savimbi as primarily 

Time Changes in Rebel Resources Territories hold  

1992-95 Economic Ï 

Military   Ï 

Political   Ï 

90 municipalities, with most highlights on: 
Cuango Valley, Lucapa, Dundo, Lundas, Soyo, 
Canfufo, Ndalatando, Mbanza, Lunda Notre, 
Lunda Sun, Andulo, Bailundo. 
 

1996-98 Economic Î -Ð� 

Military    Ï - Ð� 

Political   Ï 

Zaire, Uige, Cuanza Norte, Huambo, Andulo, 
Bailundo, Cuando Cubango, Moxico, Lunda 
Sul (see Figure 2).  
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responsible for the deteriorating situation in Angola. The SC took further step and established a 

monitoring mechanism for the imposed targeted sanctions – the Expert Panel.  

 

5.3.2  UNITA’s Territorial Occupation and Intensity of Clashes 

Intensive clashes occurred in the post sanctions phase. In early September 1999, the FAA 

commanders opened a four-front offensive with intense artillery and air-ground attacks over the 

territory controlled by UNITA. Soon the government forces reached Bailundo and Andulo (Weigert 

2011). Those cities were UNITA’s headquarters and had airstrips, so losing the towns would 

diminish the supplement of resources for UNITA. The government troops followed rebels and moved 

to the Zambian border, where UNITA could overland supply routes (Weigert 2011). Later in 1999, 

the FAA also seized a small airfield in Moxico Province, which can be associated with a substantial 

loss of UNITA funds and material, due to the fact that UNITA’s stronghold was replaced via Moxico 

province, after losing the previous headquarters.   

After these strategic losses, UNITA no longer had a stable political/military center from which it 

could administer civilian inhabited area (Weigert 2011). However, in January 2000, the group 

resumed small scale attacks over eleven northern and central provinces, with the heaviest 

concentration over Bie, Huambo and Benguela provinces (Weigert 2011). UNITA’s weakened 

military capacity was visible form those attacks, while offensives were brief and relied on a more 

opportunistic nature, aiming to capture weapons and food (Weigert 2011).  

In September 2000, UNITA lost Uige Province, Alto Zambeze and Cazombo provinces. 

Cazombo was last remaining strategic area for UNITA, with three thousand runway airstrips. The 

loss of these facilities made UNITA increasingly reliant on a few, smaller airfields in the southeast of 

the country (Weigert 2011).  

During 2001, the FAA still continued fights against UNITA forces on several occasions. In 

October 2001, the government launched a counterinsurgency offensive in the central Moxico 

province. The FAA had obtained Savimbi’s phone number with the assistance of an Israeli team, 

which facilitated identifying Savimbi’s location. In February 2002, Savimbi died in the FAA initiated 

offensive (Weigert 2011). On March 30, 2002 the Memorandum of Understanding was signed 

between the government and UNITA, which was followed by the start of official cease-fire.  
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5.3.3 UNITA’s Economic Resources  

Since January 1998, UNITA’s steady presence over lucrative diamond fields was greatly reduced and 

became substituted by the government control. Specifically, the government restored control over the 

most lucrative diamond fields in the Cuango Valley (Dietrich 2000). As a result, the foreign 

companies operating under the UNITA protection withdrew from the country16. In 1999-2000, for the 

first time in independent Angola’s history, officially obtained and sold diamonds began to outstrip 

the informal sector (S/2001/363). In 2000, 69% of diamonds that had reached the international 

market came under the government control, and the remaining 31% were mined by gerimpeiros 

(S/2001/363).  

Since 1999, it is not known in which areas the UNITA workforce has been mining, and what 

kind of techniques they used. Evidently, UNITA’s mining activities were interrupted and foreign 

companies pushed out from the diamond fields, thereby reducing levels of income for the rebels as 

those companies that made up great part of UNITA’s income.  

One should not assume that UNITA did not mine anywhere after the government’s offensives 

and internationally imposed commodity sanctions. It is a likely scenario that UNITA would be able 

to prospect the areas exempt from the government control (Dietrich 2000). Considering this, it is 

more difficult to indicate the group’s income in the post sanctions phase, but estimates were close to 

US $300 million in 1999 (Dietrich 2000).  

Commodity Sanctions hardened distinguishing between UNITA and non-UNITA smuggled 

diamonds, and pushed the diamond smuggling further underground. Some sources highlight that 

UNITA’s leadership was altering smuggling routes on a monthly basis (Human Rights Watch 2000), 

making it difficult to identify the routes and determine approximate value of smuggled rough. As the 

industry sources indicate, diamonds smuggled out of Angola were estimated to have reached US 

$250 million in 2000 (S/2001/363). But it is not known how much of it ended up in UNITA’s budget.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
16 The report by the Panel of Experts claims that the SC mandated sanctions over diamonds forced the foreign 
companies to leave the Cuango Vallery. Furthermore, reports consider the event as an actual indicator to when the 
sanctions began working.  
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5.3.4 UNITA’s Military Resources  

Besides the reported split in the group, UNITA still had approximately 60,000 combatants deployed 

at four fronts in 1999; those fronts consisted of Northern and Northwestern fronts, Eastern and 

Central regions (Weigert 2011). However, the capacity of military actions was reduced due to the 

government’s territorial and military spread. UNITA forcefully changed headquarters after losing 

Bailundo and Andulo, reestablishing headquarters in Moxico province, near the DRC border 

(Weigert 2011). However, the exact location of their new headquarters remained unknown, due to the 

security reasons.  

Sanctions indeed isolated UNITA and hardened the ways of procuring arms. Due to the Expert 

Panel’s activities and negotiations with African governments, many supporters terminated assistance 

to UNITA in the arms procurement process. The number of flights to the UNITA held territory 

decreased significantly from 1999 onwards (S/2002/486). However, they was not absolutely 

terminated. Flights carrying weapons and non-military goods continued arriving in Moxico province 

on a considerably smaller scale (Human Rights Watch 2000). UNITA also used local inhabitants for 

procuring various goods; as reported, UNITA asked locals to buy donkeys, which were allegedly 

used for transporting food and other resources (Weigert 2011).  

UNITA’s military capacity was reduced through clashes with the government troops and a 

significant quantity of weapons was confiscated by the FAA forces. During 2000-2001, UNITA 

suffered a decisive military defeat (S/2000/1119), and transformed its semi-conventional units into 

light guerilla force (Weigert 2011). The decreased income could have influenced the scale of arms 

purchasing as well, which should be considered as an additional factor weakening the rebels.  

 

 

 

5.3.5 UNITA’s Political Resources  

Several African states supported UNITA in post sanctions phase. However, the number of political 

supporters was reduced. After the SC imposed the travel ban over the officials of UNITA and their 

adult family members in 1997, the Ivorian government provided passports for UNITA official 

personnel, allowing them to travel freely (S/2000/1225). In February 1999, due to international 

pressure, the Ivorian government announced that it had annulled all passports issued for UNITA 

officials and their family members (Human Rights Watch 2000).  

The second state to terminate support to UNITA was Togo (S/2001/363). However, the 

Democratic Republic of Congo and South Africa continued assisting UNITA in the post sanctions 
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phase.  The rebels continuously smuggled diamonds via those countries, which was prohibited by the 

UNSCR (S/2000/966). Moreover, the rebels used the Democratic Republic of Congo for arranging 

deals with arms brokers and transporting weapons via road to Moxico province (S/2001/966, 

S/2002/486).  

Burkina Faso, Congo-Brazzaville and Rwanda terminated their support to UNITA, which was 

important for the rebels before 1999.  

 Several European countries altered national legislations after 1999, prohibiting the legal 

presence of UNITA offices; this formally ended UNITA’s representation in many European countries 

(S/2000/1225). However, those offices took on other forms and used the NGO status as the front 

organizations. In 2001, UNITA offices still remained active in Europe, especially in Portugal, France 

and Belgium (S/2001/363). Governments cannot make further restrictions over the NGO business, 

due to the existing law on association business, which assisted UNITA in maintaining offices until it 

had a capacity of financing them (S/2001/363).   
 

Table 5: Summery Indicators for UNITA – Post Sanctions Phase 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Note: Change in group resources is indicated by (Ï) for increasing, (Ð) for�decreasing, (Î) for 
remaining constant. 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

                                                        
17 Please note that the localities hold by UNITA in the post sanctions phase is approximate; the possibility that 
UNITA’s guerilla forces maintained control over small diamond fields and towns is not excluded.  

Time Changes in Rebel 

Resources 

Territories hold  

1999-

2002 

Economic Ð 

Military   Ð 

Political   Ð 

Moxico Province, some towns in 
northern and central parts of the 
country17. (See Figure 3)  
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6 REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - RUF 

6.1 Sierra Leone – Diamond Fields and Political History  

Sierra Leone is a resource rich country, known for producing mostly gem quality diamonds. 

Diamond fields cover the south-eastern and eastern parts of the country (see Figure 4). The most 

lucrative deposits are located in Kono District and Tongo Field (Smillie, Gberie, and Hazleton 2000). 

Additionally, diamond mining takes place in other districts of Kenema, Bo and Pujehun. 

Before the Revolutionary United Front invaded Sierra Leone in March 1991, the Government 

had faced growing protests against a one-party system, a failing economy, lasting corruption and a 

lack of transparency (Hazen 2013). By the time of invasion, the RUF promptly attempted spreading 

control over the country’s resource rich areas in the eastern parts. In the beginning of intrastate 

conflict between the government and the rebels, ECOWAS tried solving the conflict regionally by 

imposing sanctions against the RUF, leading several negotiation processes and deploying 

peacekeepers in the country. All attempts proved fruitless, later in 1999 ECOWAS withdrew its 

peacekeepers from Sierra Leone, which were due to be replaced by the UN mandated peacekeepers. 

The UN undertook the first actions for peaceful resolution of conflict in 1997 when the SC imposed 

sanctions against the RUF. 

 

 

6.2 Pre-Sanctions Phase - RUF’s Capacity During 1992-2001 

6.2.1 Targeted Sanctions Against RUF 

In October 1997, the UNSCR 1131 imposed sanctions against the military junta 18 , aiming for 

restoration of the democratically elected President Kabbah of Sierra Leone and ceasing the hostilities 

between the adversaries, particularly the RUF19 (UNSCR 1131). The imposed targeted sanctions 

included travel ban on the military junta and their adult family members, petroleum imports ban, and 

arms imports embargo on all parties to the conflict. Additionally, in July 2000, the SC banned 

diamond export from Sierra Leone, except the diamonds controlled by Certificate of Origin scheme. 

The resolution also established a panel of experts, a controlling mechanism of existing sanctions’ 

                                                        
18 RUF was part of the military junta.  
19 For the detailed steps undertaken by the UNSC, please see the appendix #2.  
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regimes. Those sanctions mostly had symbolic character, while as the following parts of the section 

shows the RUF received arms, and also travelled without restrictions. Accordingly, the paper 

analyzes this period as the pre sanctions phase. 

6.2.2 RUF’s Territorial Occupation and Intensity of Clashes 

In 1991, by the time of invasion, the RUF did not succeed in maintaining control over the lucrative 

diamond fields. However, the rebels captured the diamond mining town Gandorhun in the south of 

the country (Gberie 2005). The location of the town could have allowed the rebels to initiate attacks 

over Koidu, which was country’s main diamond center at the time. However, due to the terminated 

supply of arms from Liberia, the RUF was forced to sign a unilateral cease-fire in April 1992 with the 

newly established military junta – National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC) (Hazen 2013). The 

RUF wisely used the time to rebuild the group’s capacity and initiated a military offensive over 

Koidu in October 1992 (Gberie 2005). In 1993, the rebels had spread mining activities over the 

Koidu and Kono20 districts. However, their control of those districts did not last long and was 

terminated in late 1993 (Gberie 2005). 

Various territorial shifts took place during 1994-1995. The rebels recaptured Kono district and 

threatened Bo district (Gberie 2005). The RUF attacked the Northern province Masingbi and moved 

to Makali, placing their camps less than 20 miles from the main northern city Makeni (Gberie 2005). 

In 1995, the RUF gained substantial military victory, allowing the group to initiate organized 

diamond mining, providing gradual income for several months (Hazen 2013).  

In December 1998, the rebels captured Koidu, Makeni and attacked the major military barracks 

of government soldiers, situated just a few miles from the capital (Gberie 2005). In January 1999, the 

rebels initiated a highly destructive attack over Freetown (Smillie, Gberie, and Hazleton 2000). Due 

to the territorial and military advancement of the RUF in the country, the government signed a peace 

agreement (Lome Agreement), appointing Sankoh chairman of the Commission of the Management 

of Strategic Resources (Hazen 2013). The agreement also considered the RUF’s disarmament 

process, which brought disagreement in the leadership and the split of the group into two parts: one 

part with the leadership of Sankoh favoring the implementation of the Lome Agreement and the DDR 

process accordingly, and the other, lead by Bockaire, preferring the continuation of guerilla warfare 

(Hazen 2013). Bockaire fled to Liberia with supporters; the rest of the group remaining in Sierra 

Leone began disarming and simultaneously controlling diamond fields in Kono district. Sankoh acted 

                                                        
20 Kono district is located in the south-eastern part of the country, bordering Liberia. The main city in the district is 
Koindu.  
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dubiously, leading the government committee and arranging deals with investors, as well as 

supporting and facilitating the rebels’ actions in Sierra Leone (Gberie 2005).  

Sankoh’s intention was revealed in the planned takeover of Freetown in May 2000. Prior to the 

event, the rebels had abducted 500 Zambian troops serving under the UN mandate, and shot down a 

UN helicopter (Hazen 2013). The rebels donned the Zambian army uniforms and moved towards 

Freetown. It seems that Sankoh was planning a takeover of the government, which was to be carried 

out by a thousand RUF soldiers arriving in Freetown (Gberie 2005). The situation was deescalated by 

the well equipped British military personnel (Hazen 2013). Later in 2000, the UN troops captured 

Sankoh and declared him no longer as a credible negotiating partner (Hazen 2013).  

 
 
 

6.2.3 RUF’s Economic Resources  

Throughout the civil war, the RUF’s economic income was mainly generated from the trade or 

exchange of diamonds. The group did not manage to develop an independent connection to a market, 

where the selling of diamonds would have been possible, and the faction relied entirely on Liberian 

warlord Charles Taylor. Taylor assisted the RUF in finding an avenue for selling diamonds or 

exchanging them for weapons (Hazen 2013).  

While the RUF smuggled diamonds via neighbor Liberia, it is only possible to state the 

approximate numbers on yearly income generated from smuggling rough. Estimates on the RUF’s 

income vary significantly, from as little as $25 million to as much as $125 million (S/2000/1195). 

Allegedly, in the beginning of mining activities, when the group mainly used forced labor and 

artisanal technics for digging, it is likely that income was not high, compared to late 1990s, when the 

leader of the group was officially in charge of arranging deals with diamond companies.  

Approximate income can be calculated from the official statistical data sources on diamond 

production, i.e. the Diamond High Council 21  (DHC) and the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS)22. The USGS cites the figures provided by the government; hence, the government of Sierra 

Leone recorded exported 8,500 carats in 1998 (see Table 6), the average price per carat was US$ 

13,90023 in 1990s, which indicates that from the diamond trade the government of Sierra Leone 

received approximately US$ 12 million in 1998. As for Liberia the diamond production number was 
                                                        
21 The DHC is also known under the abbreviation of HRD – Hoge Raad voor Diamant, and is the formal 
organization of Belgium’s diamond industry.  
22 None of the data sources can identify the origin of diamonds due to the way they set up the data. 
23 The price per carat is taken from the source of www.statista.com.  
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150,000, accordingly the Liberian government received approximately US$ 2 billion. As RUF 

smuggled diamonds via Liberia, it can be assumed that the great part of the reported diamonds were 

Sierra Leonean. Additionally, the assumption can be grounded by the findings of geological survey, 

indicating that 150, 000 carat per year is a very generous diamond production number for Liberia 

(Smillie, Gberie, and Hazleton 2000). However, it is not known how much ended up in RUF’s budget 

from the Liberian diamond export. One can assume that the rebels benefited more from the rough 

trade than Sierra Leonean government.  

Further comparison of the tables indicates the scale of smuggled rough, which reached 85% in 

1998, since the DHC records import of 770,000 Sierra Leonean carats, whereas Liberian diamond 

was reported as 2,558, 000 carats (see Table 7).  

Whether it was $25 million, $50 Million or more, diamond trade represents a major and 

primary source of income for the rebels, and considering the size of the group24, it is more than 

enough for sustaining group’s military capacity and satisfying other needs (S/2000/1195).  

 
 

 

Table 6: Diamond Production for Selected Years (000 carats) 

Year  1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 

Sierra Leone  78 243 347 158 255 213 270 104 8,5 

Liberia 100 100 150 150 100 150 150 150 150 

Source – United States Geological Survey, 1998 Annual Review  
 

 

Table 7: Antwerp Imports of Diamonds for Selected Years (000 carats) 

Year  1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 

Sierra Leone  331 534 831 344 526 455 566 803 770 

Liberia 5,523 658 1,909 5006 3268 10,677 12,320 5803 2,558 

Source: Diamond High Council, 1998 Annual Report  
 

 

                                                        
24 The number of rebel soldiers is not certainly known;, estimates cite range from several hundred to several 
thousend. It is likely that the number of soldiers serving under the RUF command increased in the late 1990s.  
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6.2.4 RUF’s Military Resources  

The RUF mainly employed two strategies for obtaining arms: seizing weapons from the adversaries 

and receiving a supply of arms from Taylor in exchange for diamonds.  

In the beginning of the invasion, the RUF relied entirely upon Taylor’s fortune in Liberia. Soon 

after the invasion, anti-Taylor rebels gained control over the Liberian-Sierra Leonean border, 

curtailing the supply lines for the RUF (Fruchart, et al. 2007). The terminated supply of arms forced 

the rebels to shift to guerrilla-style tactics and warfare, and they began seizing arms and military 

equipment from the rival groups (Fruchart, et al. 2007; Hazen 2013). Benefitting the rebels was the 

Sierra Leonean Army’s relative weakness as it only consisted of 3000 soldiers (Fruchart, et al. 2007). 

That allowed the RUF to gain victory easily, and to seize military and non-military goods from the 

poorly trained Sierra Leonean Army (Hazen 2013). Those arms assisted the RUF in the early stages 

of survival, until Taylor began dealing with his own problems in Liberia. Moreover, the group used 

seized weapons while spreading control over the diamond mining areas (Hazen 2013). Thus the 

rebels’ efforts to maintain and sell diamonds equipped them with their own finances.  

In the middle of the struggle, the RUF tended towards diversifying arms supply networks. In 

1996, the leader of the group, Foday Sankoh, attempted arranging the delivery of at least US $500, 

000 worth of arms from Libya (Fruchart, et al. 2007). Sankoh was building contacts with Belgian and 

Ukrainian arms brokers and mercenaries for future deals as well. He was arrested in Lagos in March 

1997 following a meeting to finalize payments for the purchase of heavy weapons from the Ukraine 

(Fruchart, et al. 2007). Additionally, the rebels obtained arms and weapons locally in exchange for 

diamonds with ECOMOG and Sierra Leonean soldiers (Hazen 2013).  

In 1997, supply and availability of arms for the rebel soldiers improved greatly. While the RUF 

joined military junta, the group had access to national stocks and arms for a limited time (Hazen 

2013), which certainly helped improve rebels’ military capacity. Moreover, in 1997 Taylor became 

the president of Liberia, and facilitated easier transfer of arms for the RUF. As a result, the rebels 

possessed heavy arms and weapons from 1997 onwards (Fruchart, et al. 2007).  

At the beginning of the war, the group relied on road transportation to receive weapons and 

other goods, which was not always reliable and accessible. But as of 1997, the role of aircrafts 

arriving in the RUF controlled territory and supplying weapons became vital (S/2000/1995). It is 

reported that helicopters carried tons of light arms and ammunition for rebels, and were also used to 

transport diamonds and other goods back to arms brokers and Taylor’s regime (Smillie, Gberie, and 

Hazleton 2000).  
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In 1999, when the group had a gradual income, the leadership of the group contacted some 

British companies for transporting certain types of weapons to the rebel held territory in eastern 

Sierra Leone (Smillie, Gberie, and Hazleton 2000). It is likely that during that time, the RUF also 

received arms from Taylor, thereby strengthening the group’s military resources and helping reach its 

peak. Tracing the offensives initiated by the rebels in 1999 can be considered as further evidence that 

supports the stated assumption.  

 

6.2.5  RUF’s Political Resources  

Rebels mainly relied upon Taylor’s support with Taylor acting as a political patron of the group. 

Taylor’s support fluctuated significantly throughout 1992-1999, depending on his own needs, and his 

military and political capacity in Liberia. 

Besides securing arms supply for the RUF, Liberia provided training, logistical support, as well 

as a safe heaven for RUF soldiers and leaders (S/2000/1195). Moreover, RUF soldiers received 

training from 1997 alongside Liberia’s Anti-Terrorist Unit by Ukrainian, Burkinabe and Nigerian 

nationals (S/2000/1195). The training was also given to non-Liberian nationals for future deployment 

in RUF controlled territory in Sierra Leone (S/2000/1195).  

The RUF has also received military assistance from Libya. However, the support received from 

Libya appears negligible compared to the support provided by Liberia, reports highlighting that many 

RUF rebels were trained in Libya, while Tripoli is believed to have provided weapons to the RUF 

(Berman 2000). Reports also emphasize the Libyan aircraft, transporting unidentified materiel to 

Burkina Faso and then to Liberia, which was then flown by helicopter to the RUF strongholds in 

Sierra Leone (Berman 2000).  
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Table 8: Summery Indicators for RUF – Pre Sanctions Phase 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Note: Change in group resources is indicated by (Ï) for increasing, (Ð) for�decreasing,  
(Î) for remaining constant. ����� 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3  Post-Sanctions Phase – RUF’s Capacity During March 2001-2002 

6.3.1  Targeted Sanctions Against RUF   

By March 2001, several types of targeted sanctions were operative against the RUF: travel ban, arms 

embargo and diamond export ban. Additionally, the UNSC sanctioned the RUF’s political patron – 

Liberia – with a greatly tightened sanctions’ regime over the Liberian Government because of the 

revealed assistance provided to the RUF by Taylor throughout the civil war in Sierra Leone. Secondary 

sanctions aimed to reduce Liberia’s support towards the RUF and to expel the RUF from Liberian 

territory. The secondary sanctions over Liberia included: ban over Liberian diamond export, tightened 

arms embargo and diplomatic travel ban over Taylor’s government. The sanctions’ controlling 

mechanism included the appointment of a Panel of Experts, which guaranteed strict implementation of 

imposed restrictions. Sanctioning the main political patron of the RUF had a detrimental effect over 

the rebel faction.  

 
 

 

Time Changes in RUF Resources Territories hold 

1992-94 Economic Ð 

Military   Ð 

Political   Î 

Gandorhun, Kono and Koidu Districts 

1995-96 Economic Ï 

Military   Ï 

Political   Î 

Masingbi,  Makali,  Kono and Koidu Districts 

1998-

2001  

Economic Ï 

Military   Ï-Ð 
Political   Ï-Ð 

Makeni, Kono and Koidu Districts (see 

Figure 5) 
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6.3.2 RUF’s Territorial Occupation and Intensity of Clashes  

In the post sanctions phase, two RUF units were active – one in Sierra Leone under the command of 

Foday Sankoh, and another in Liberia under the command of Bockaire. The soldiers remaining in 

Sierra Leone were engaged in mining activities in the Kono district (S/2001/1015); allegedly 

benefiting from the position their leader held in the government, the rebels were allowed to maintain 

some financial income. Additionally, in April 2001, RUF soldiers were fighting in Kambia areas, near 

the Guinean border (S/2001/1015). Kono and Kambia areas were the RUF’s last remaining strongholds 

in Sierra Leone.  

Guinean troops fought against RUF throughout April-July 2001, they entered in Northern 

Kambia District and prevented the RUF’s further activity. Moreover, Guinean helicopter raids targeted 

the RUF’s remaining positions in July 2001 (S/2001/1015). The RUF was also involved in defensive 

battle in the eastern parts of the country with the government Civil Defense Forces (S/2001/1015). 

Those military struggles were the RUF’s last attempt to retain control over some territory in Sierra 

Leone.  

After Sankoh was detained by UN troops, new rebel leaders signed a peace agreement with the 

Government on 2 May 2001 and the combatants entered a large scale DDR process. Since early July 

2001, the security situation in Sierra Leone has remained stable, closely monitored by UNAMSIL. In 

early September 2001, the Sierra Leonean President Ahmed Kabbah and the RUF leader Issa Sessay 

met in Koidu and declared the war over. However, the peace process remained fragile in the run-up to 

multiparty elections in 2002.  

The other RUF division was active in Liberia under the command of the Liberian Anti-terrorist 

Unit. The rebels were fighting in Lofa County with Guinean troops, and were reported to have 

maintained control over the lucrative diamond fields in the county (S/2001/1015). The chances that the 

RUF division would return back to Sierra Leone were quite high, if the circumstances allowed. 

However, rebels were unable to rearm through the previous political patron, and their independent 

income was not high enough to purchase military equipment that would allow them to act 

independently. The other factor was the UN peacekeepers’ presence in Sierra Leone and their control 

of the Liberian-Sierra Leonean border, insuring maintained security.  
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6.3.3  RUF’s Economic Resources  

As highlighted, the Lome Agreement handed the Commission of the Management of Strategic 

Resources to Foday Sankoh in 1999. Accordingly, Sankoh was responsible for arranging deals with 

mining companies. It is not clear whether Sankoh assisted RUF solders financially until May 2001, 

prior to his detention. But it is clear that the RUF soldiers were mining in the Kono district in April 

2001 (S/2001/1015), allowing the group a maintained financial income. However, estimates are 

unknown because it remains unclear how the soldiers smuggled diamonds from Sierra Leone, whether 

they were acting independently or under the government regulations. For the period of March 2001, 

when commodity sanctions had banned the export of Sierra Leonean and Liberian rough, Taylor was 

unable to take Sierra Leonean diamonds and pass them off as Liberian (S/2001/1015). This could 

certainly imply altered trading routes, as well as commodity sanctions pushing the smuggling activities 

further underground, thus leaving unclear who purchased rough from the RUF unites in Sierra Leone.  

The RUF unit in Liberia was actively mining in Mano River25 and controlled some of the best 

diamond areas in the Lofa County (S/2001/1015). The group was apparently maintaining income from 

the trade of rough. As the Panel of Experts cite, diamonds were smuggled via Freetown with the final 

destination of the route kept undisclosed (S/2001/1015). As a result, identifying the value of smuggled 

diamonds remains vague. 

 

 

6.3.4  RUF’s Military Resources  

Following the May 2001 Abuja agreement, the Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration 

process started in Sierra Leone. By September 2001, 7,000 RUF combatants had joined the DDR 

process already (S/2002/1115). It remains unclear how many RUF soldiers were still active in Sierra 

Leone, in the northern and southern parts of the country, as the last reported fighting occurred there.  

It is also difficult to determine the RUF’s military structure in Liberia, since the group was acting 

under the Liberian official units. Allegedly, the RUF had 600 men, consisting of a support element in 

Liberia (S/2001/1015). The RUF was primarily used as a counter-insurgency force in the bush against 

the dissident activities in Lofa County (S/2002/1115). The group’s main base was in Camp Najma, 

under the command of Liberian Special Security Service Captain.  

For October 2002, the last remaining structure of the armed RUF was operating in elite Liberian 

government military units, consisting of 1,250 and 1,500 men (S/2002/1115). Many soldiers were 

                                                        
25Mano River originates in Guinea, running through Liberia’s Lofa County and the Kono and Kailahun districts of 
Sierra Leone. 
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recruited from the refugee camps, offering them financial incentives. This allows me to consider that 

that RUF structure underwent considerable changes, as did its soldiers. One can further argue that the 

RUF units in Liberia had a little in common with the RUF that had operated in Sierra Leone under the 

Taylor patronage. However, the RUF unit still enjoyed the patronage of the Liberian Government and 

continued to play an important part in Liberia’s military capability (S/2002/1115).  

 
 

6.3.5  RUF’s Political Resources  

Though Taylor maintained control over the RUF units in Liberia, there were varying degrees of 

control. When the Liberian government faced insurgency in 1999 in the Lofa County, RUF soldiers 

were used to fight back the Liberian and Guinean rebels. RUF soldiers were fighting in the Lofa 

County together with Liberian Anti-terrorist units (S/2001/1015). The RUF received payment from 

Taylor in return for the service.  

The RUF-Liberian relationship was very important for President Taylor, but it was also strategic 

for the RUF. As reported, President Taylor met with RUF representatives twice, offering the rebels 

additional funding for their further assistance in the Lofa war (S/2001/1015). Taylor greatly relied on 

the RUF units to fight Liberian rebels.  

However, Taylor did not have any capacity over the remaining RUF unit in Sierra Leone. But the 

possibility that the RUF could have rearmed was not passed, and the secondary sanctions over Liberia 

greatly contributed in curtailing resources for the RUF’s rearmament process.  

 
 
Table 9: Summery Indicators for RUF – Post Sanctions Phase 

 

 
 

 

 

Note: Change in group resources is indicated by (Ï) for increasing, (Ð) for�decreasing, (Î) for 
remaining constant. �����
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Time Changes in RUF Resources Territories hold /Shift in Liberia  

March 

2001 –  

2002 

Economic Ð 

Military   Ð 

Political   Ð 

Lofa County (In Liberia) (see Figure 6) 
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7 ANALYSIS  

After collecting the available data for the cases, this section will analyze the empirical evidence in 

order to assess the extent to which the targeted sanctions have the capacity to weaken rebel groups 

holds as suggested by the hypothesis. Firstly, the section presents the findings separately for each case, 

with a separate evaluation of the outcomes, thus identifying case specificities and intervening 

variables. This is followed by the analyses of casual mechanism and suggested theoretical framework. 

The final part offers alternative explanations for the outcome the study was interested in.  

 

 

7.1  Case Analysis – Targeted Sanctions and Weakened Rebel Groups 

The data collected for each case indicated that targeted sanctions, if effectively monitored and enforced 

by the Panel of Experts, have the capacity to shorten rebels military and political resources, whereas, 

alterations on economic resources were not observable. In particular, arms embargo prevented the 

rearmament of a group, and fighting on the ground disarmed rebels; combining these factors resulted 

in declined number of battles. Diplomatic sanctions played a significant role in reducing the supply of 

arms to rebels, as rebels’ political supporters terminated their affair with the factions, after the PoE 

initiated talks with those actors. Hence, diplomatic sanctions lessened rebels’ political as well as 

military resources. The impact of the Commodity ban on economic resources was not observable in the 

study. Furthermore, the commodity ban proved incapable of constraining the export of small 

gemstones by sanctioning it. Commodity ban increased the level of corruption and pushed the diamond 

trading routes further underground.  

To start with UNITA, the overall development of the events suggests that the hypothesis is 

partially supported. Comparing the pre and post sanctions phases, it was revealed that the established 

Experts Panel managed enforcing restrictions over the actors authorized by the UNSCRs. Specifically, 

arms embargo have deteriorated circumstances for the UNITA leadership to purchase arms since 1999. 

However, it must be highlighted that UNITA lost a great majority of its arms while battling against the 

government forces. Accordingly, it is more persuasive to state that the arms embargo together with the 

FAA offensives on the ground reduced the UNITA’s military capacity, thus marking the end of the 

brutal civil war. The particular role, the arms embargo played, was restraining the flow of arms to the 

UNITA controlled territory, and was the outcome of the quiet diplomacy and negotiations undertaken 
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by the PoE with various government officials in Africa and Eastern Europe. However, arms embargo 

proved unable to curtail the supply lines entirely.  

Diplomatic sanctions (prohibiting UNITA offices abroad) had a significant impact on 

terminating political support to UNITA, as government officials were collaborating with the members 

of the established Expert Panel and altered their policies or imposed stricter border control, and, most 

importantly, stopped providing UNITA leadership with the end-user certificates. Another indicator 

relating to the reduced political resources is altered legislation by several European Countries, 

intending the termination of UNITA’s representative offices abroad. Those offices did not disappear 

entirely, but decreased significantly. The travel ban also enforced some restrictions on UNITA 

officials, after the Panel of Experts attempted to increase awareness on the activated restrictions 

mandated by the UNSC. Allegedly, “Naming and shaming” practices also forced the governments to 

comply with restrictions26.  

The transportation ban was violated via freelance pilots and other small companies, as they 

supplied limited quantities of fuel to UNITA. However, such activities decreased compared to the pre 

sanctions phase. The impact of commodity sanctions over the rebels’ economic resources was not 

observable in the study. However, it should also be mentioned that the commodity ban over diamonds 

would increase transaction costs for rebels, and the purchasing agents might have paid less for the 

sanctioned gemstones. The commodity ban increased corruption level in diamond trade by pushing 

illegal deals and smuggling routes further underground, making it impossible to identify the value of 

smuggled diamonds. Instead of commodity sanctions, increased government presence over the 

lucrative diamond fields in Angola shortened the income for rebels, as UNITA was not controlling the 

diamond deposits and foreign companies left the country in 1999.  

 

While analyzing the Revolutionary United Front, no evidence was found that could have supported the 

suggested hypothesis. The overall review of the events point to the fact that the UNSC delayed 

imposition of the Secondary sanctions on Liberia, as well as authorization of the sanctions controlling 

mechanism – the Expert Panels.  

The RUF began dissolving in 1999 and joined the DDR process; the secondary sanctions over 

Liberia were only imposed in March 2001. Hence, sanctions did not succeed in weakening the RUF’s 

economic, military or political resources. Rather the intervening variables, British intervention and 

Guinean troops’ military offensives, caused the expected outcome. Namely, highly equipped British 

troops hardened the RUF’s capacity to move freely in the country and to receive an arms’ supply from 
                                                        
26 The reports  by the Panel of Experts clearly indicated every government who violated sanctions’ regimes; the 
reports are generally discussed in the UNSC and available publicly.  
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Liberia. Additionally, Guinean troops restricted the RUF by carrying out mining activities near the 

Guinean-Sierra Leonean border; this weakened RUF militarily and eventually financially. Thus, the 

expected outcome of the study was activated from other variables. 

The only effect the secondary sanctions brought later, was the interruption of the RUF’s re-

armament process. The events developed in past proved that the RUF had regained military and 

economic capacity after severe defeats, via assistance from Taylor and benefiting from the adversary’s 

military and strategic disadvantages. The possibility that the RUF would have rearmed was not entirely 

passed, since the split of RUF was militarily active near the Sierra Leone-Liberian border. The fact that 

Taylor was not able to provide support to the group proved decisive (Taylor faced increasing 

insurgency in Liberia). Furthermore, the secondary sanctions had additional impact on the Liberian 

government; the government needed arms to fight against rebels, purchasing any type of weapons was 

prohibited by the Security Council Resolution and strictly enforced by the Panel of Experts on Liberia; 

thus forcing Liberia to comply with the imposed restrictions. 

 

 

7.2  Analyzing the Causal Mechanism – Targeted Sanctions as an Explanation for the 
Weakened Rebel Groups?  

As the separate analysis of each case highlighted, effectively monitored and enforced sanctions 

regimes can disrupt the rearmament process of rebel groups, and efficiently reduce their political 

resources. However, the commodity sanctions over the export of diamonds increased corruption level 

in the diamond business, and did not allow identifying any impacts on rebels’ economic resources.   

To start discussing theoretical statements in relation with empirical findings, it should firstly be 

noted that the suggested causal mechanism linking the targeted sanctions to weakened rebel groups 

was partially supported. The theoretical statement expecting that sanctions would harden rebels’ access 

to the market where the selling of diamonds usually takes place did not find empirical support. Rather, 

cases brought to light the fact that rebels managed to maintain smuggling activities via unidentified 

routes, in spite of the fact that such trade was under the international ban. Thus, one can argue that the 

commodity bans do not impose an economic cost over the rebel groups. However, the possibility that 

commodity ban enforces extra costs to rebels once restrictions over a certain type of commodity export 

are in place is quite high. To be precise, a commodity ban might impose higher transaction costs to 

rebels; moreover, a purchasing agent might not pay as much for the sanctioned goods as they would 

have before the exportation of the goods became restricted. But neither researcher nor the member of a 

panel is able to certainly identify those facts, due to the secretly arranged deals between the rebels and 
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purchasing agents. Hence, the theoretically expected statement that shortage in economic resources 

would restrict rebels from obtaining arms and weaponry was not empirically supported.  

The theory also underlined the significance of political support and suggested that a political 

support is not provided altruistically; it further predicted that support would disappear if a political 

patron does not get any economic benefits in return. Observing the assumption over UNITA indicates 

that none of the political supporters acted altruistically while providing various services to the 

leadership, which confirms the theory’s suggestion. Additionally, it was demonstrated that if 

international community signals/requests the official governments (a political patron) to comply with 

the imposed restrictions, most governments tend to alter their politics and comply with the constraints. 

Hence, suggesting a modification of the theory by indicating that Political patrons do not only seem to 

terminate their support towards rebels when they do not benefit economically from the process, they 

tend to prioritize their international image over the criminal financial deals. The stated argument is 

based on findings from examining PoE’s reports on UNITA. Specifically, the Expert Panels did not 

indicate any government unwilling to cooperate with them. The exception was Burkina Faso, when the 

government officials denied the alleged fact that the Kinshasa airport was a transit point for arms 

destined to the rebel held territory in Angola. Burkinabe officials did not issue an official certificate, 

which would have allowed the panel inspecting the airport territory (S/2000/203). 

The only country to be targeted via the secondary sanctions for violating the imposed 

restrictions over Sierra Leone was Liberia. As the empirics revealed, the RUF was surviving on 

Liberian support, and sanctioning the political patron earlier would have meant great costs for the rebel 

faction. The Liberian case remains the only one in the history where the Security Council has 

introduced the targeted secondary sanctions.  

To reflect on final thoughts and conclude, rebel groups managed to maintain diamond trade via 

numerous speculations and modifications in their strategy, which was frequently unidentifiable; the 

existing demand over diamonds on the market and companies/agents’ readiness to purchase the 

valuable rough further supported rebels’ sustaining income.  Hence, a commodity ban should not be 

expected to impose economic cost on rebels and shorten their economic resources accordingly. On the 

contrary, properly monitored and enforced sanctions regimes can be expected to shorten rebels’ 

military and political resources; however, sanctions do not have quick effect on rebels connections and 

resources, indicating the necessity to timely introduce targeted sanctions. 
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Table 10: Findings – Between Case Comparison  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.3 Alternative Explanations  

Recalling the alternative explanations suggested by the previous research on terminating hostilities 

between rebels and government, two theoretical approaches offers interesting insights; that are military 

intervention supporting government forces and removal of rebel leaders from the factions. 

To start with military intervention in an intrastate conflict, it must be highlighted that sanctions 

mechanism was created as coercive, non-military pressure to end abusive practices and remedy a 

human disaster (de Waal and Omaar 1994). Sanctions and military intervention are considered as 

alternative policy choices that are expected to bring about the same outcome by significantly different 

methods. However, military intervention is a last resort that can change the course of a battle between 

the rebel group and the government by employing physical means (LOCKYER 2011). Scholars often 

highlight that outside intervention27 prolongs the conflict (Regan 2002; Fearon 2004; Salehyan 2004), 

however, if an outside state intervenes militarily in favor of the government, intervention will help the 

government to defeat the rebels more rapidly than it would otherwise have been able to do (Regan, 

2002). Obvious empirical example of the stated assumption is the British invasion in Sierra Leone, 

which had quick effect on restoring the internal balance of power and impacted on conflict intensity. 

British troops occupied strategic areas and prevented the RUF receiving supply of arms from Liberia; 

the rebels with lessened weaponry were easily defeated in the battles with government and Guinean 

troops. An outside intervention should be well planned and replaced by a monitoring mission 

(preferably peacekeepers) after a war is over (Regan, 2002). Because only restoring the internal 

                                                        
27 Sanctions, as outside economic intervention, can have a strategic significance for a party; Regan (2002) 
highlights that sanctions can prolong an intrastate conflict as military intervention does.  

Case Expected Outcome  

(Weakened rebel group via 

sanctions)  

Outcome   

(Weakened rebel 

group)  

Support for 

hypothesis 

UNITA Partially Yes Partially 

RUF No Yes No 
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balance of power that weakens a rebel group does not guarantee that physical violence will not be 

erupted. Deployed monitoring missions can make parties accountable for their actions and can serve as 

security guarantors, as the monitoring mission can control the post conflict situation on the ground. 

The second alternative explanation addresses the role of leaders in rebel factions. As it is 

highlighted in relevant literature mostly rebel leaders refuse to enter into any peace negotiations (Misra 

2008),  and often their self-interest leads the rebel agendas (Tiernay 2015). A very good example of the 

stated argument is the behavior of Jonas Savimbi, who refused implementing any peace agreement, 

preferring maintenance of military struggle. Neither his lieutenants nor supporters managed persuading 

him on the futility of continued armed struggle. Conflict only terminated when Savimbi was killed in a 

firefight with the Angolan forces. Likewise UNITA’s leader, before Foday Sankoh was captured by 

the UN peacekeepers, peace process remained fragile in Sierra Leone, with various attempts of 

overthrowing government. Confiscating Sankoh marked the end of the conflict.  

While discussing a particular role of leaders, one has to consider organizational structure of the 

group, which can be hierarchical or decentralized. If the organization is hierarchically structured, the 

leader at the top guiding the organization, it is more likely the group becomes susceptible when the 

leadership is targeted 28  (Tiernay 2015). Whereas, in decentralized organizations, the units act 

independently, and the group is less likely to be dissolved when the leadership is targeted, while it can 

promptly be replaced internally (Tiernay 2015). The organizational structure of UNITA was 

hierarchical, in spite of the fact that the faction had various units. The role of Savimbi proved 

indispensable; he had established connections with various government officials and arms brokers, he 

founded networks with diamond purchasing agents; consequently, he guaranteed group’s military, 

economic and political capacity.  

Certainly, removal of Savimbi would render the organization less effective (along with his 

connections) or would lead to organizational collapse, while the social ties proved to be crucial for 

maintaining the group operative. In case of RUF, the group’s structure can be considered hierarchical 

as well; Sankoh established several connections with diamond purchasing agents, arms brokers and 

British companies. Moreover, he had the closest ties with the Liberian President (later it changed and 

Bokaire was serving under the Liberian units), and secured political, military and economic support for 

the group. It is more likely that the established connections would disappear together with Sankoh. 

Hence, removal of leadership has the capacity to weaken a rebel faction, and accordingly, it can 

provide absolutely sounded analyses.  

 
                                                        
28 Targeted sanctions also consider leaders as main actors, via targeting them senders strive to achieve the desired 
outcome.   
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8 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS  

The UN Security Council should consider several recommendations when imposing sanctions over a 

target. First of all, sanctions with no enforcing mechanism proved to be symbolic, having no intended 

impact on a target. Hence, establishing a controlling mechanism - a Panel of Experts for a single case 

- should be the priority. Secondly, the SC should authorize a mandate for a panel for at least a year, 

considering the complexity of duties a panel undertakes. While making the second recommendation I 

base my argument on the following facts: investigating sanctions’ busting activities is a time 

consuming process, to contact the companies and states suspected in violations of sanctions’ 

restrictions, and requesting the information (often sensitive) does take time. Moreover, looking at the 

reports, written in a three-months period, newly investigated facts are barely stated and not all types 

of imposed sanctions are addressed, which further grounds my argument.  

Additionally, if the Security Council intends to see sanctions’ impact over the target, timely 

decision is essential. If sanctions are imposed when the intensity of armed conflict reaches its peak, 

sanctions should not be expected to cease hostilities, as military intervention would do.  

Based on the findings of the study, I further suggest that imposing arms embargo on a target 

shorty after the human rights violations are reported would retain arms supplement to a target. This 

leads me to believe that sanctions will be more effective at the early warning stage, rather than at the 

conflict resolution phase, when the fighting has been already intensified.  
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9 LIMITATIONS AND POTENTIAL BIAS  

9.1 Theoretical Limitations  

The temporal division into pre and post sanctions phases, based on the assumption when sanctions 

became effective, can be questioned by critiques, as considering the fact that I began analyzing the 

post sanctions phases after the SC authorized the Expert Panels. One might argue that the 

authorization of the controlling mechanism does not necessarily have the enforcing effect over the 

states, thus questioning the sanctions’ tightness and the logic the paper was built on. Moreover, by 

choosing the most similar case design, I attempted to keep constant as many factors as possible, and 

identified intervening variables in both cases; however, a comparative study that only includes two 

cases is not able to control for all potential confounders and differences between the cases, which can 

be considered as potential bias.  

 
 

9.2 Research Design  

In order to critically overlook to the findings and analyses, possible biases that are particularly 

significant for the study must be highlighted. This refers to: choice of method, case-selection and 

generalizability of the study. In terms of the chosen method it needs to be stated that a comparative 

case study, including only two cases is very limited by nature and might be problematic when talking 

about representativeness of the cases. For better results, it would be beneficial to have conducted 

more case study analyses over the rebel groups who were targeted by the UNSC, and with sanctions 

regimes that are terminated by the time the analyses begin.  

As it was argued in the research design, the study has good level of generalizability, since it 

does not suffer from conceptuality. While the findings should be generalizable over the rebel groups 

involved in the trade of lootable resources that are sanctioned by the UNSC, critics might argue that 

the scope of the thesis is restricted over the rebel factions who benefited from the illegal diamond 

trade. For the particular purpose, it would be beneficial to include rebel groups from other regions 

that rely on the trade of easily lootable resources, like narcotic crops. This would make the findings 

more generalizable, and might enrich the analyses of targeted sanctions.  

Another limitation I had experienced while forming the set of questions, as the method of 

structured, focused comparison required was the data availability. Considering the data limitations, I 

was unable to form detailed questions that would have allowed a more in-depth examination of the 

chosen rebel groups and their resources. Consequently, I stated estimates in the groups’ resource 
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change by reflecting the information from different sources. I affirm that obtaining detailed 

information would enrich the analysis.  

 

9.3 Empirical Limitations  

Empirical limitations refer to the issue of data availability and reliability, and are certainly related to 

potential bias. The main underlying issue I faced while studying the rebel groups was the lack of 

precise information over the territorial losses or gains, resources and other factors, and/or 

inconsistency in the data. Consequently, the study did not count single territorial change, rather it 

elaborated over the main alterations. With regard to the indicator of the rebels’ financial income, the 

numbers, as it was highlighted, are approximate, and do not account for other probable sources of 

income, such as remittances, agricultural trade, diamonds exchanged in a barter deal etc. As for the 

military capacity of the rebels, some of the facts of arms supply might be underreported or not 

identified by the panel of experts and researchers. Certainly, underreported data can affect the 

outcome of the study. Comparably less biased is the data on political resources, due to the fact that 

the PoE’s reports provide thorough information with detailed updates on the developments. 

Furthermore, neighbor states’ interest in the examined intrastate conflicts can be identified through 

historical sources as well.  

Final limitations I deliberated on concern the gathered data for Sierra Leone. As it was 

mentioned in the research design section, analyses will be based on the reports provided by the 

appropriate Expert Panels. The panel for Sierra Leone was only appointed for four months and then 

replaced by the Panel on Liberia. This did not allow me to find as precise information as for UNITA. 

However, the PoE on Liberia addressed the issues in the region, including arms trafficking, physical 

violence, etc. the reports concentrate on the region as whole and do not provide detailed investigative 

facts over the arms movement in Sierra Leone29. Hence, the data on Sierra Leone might be suffering 

from underreporting and imprecise facts, however, it manages to grasp the context wholly and 

provide a clear picture that helps determine the outcome.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
29 The reason for this might have been the ongoing war in Lofa County in Liberia, where no international personnel 
was allowed for several months.  
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10 CONCLUSION  

Although many scholars have been researching targeted sanctions, their focus of analysis was on a 

state, and, to the author’s knowledge, none of them have examined sanctions’ impact on rebel groups 

and conducted a comparative study.  

The paper aimed examining UN targeted sanctions impact on rebel factions by suggesting that 

if sanctions are properly monitored and enforced, they have the capacity to weaken rebel groups. The 

hypothesis was tested using the method of structured, focused comparison on the rebel groups in 

Angola (UNITA) and Sierra Leone (RUF). The paper employed temporal division within the cases, 

as the pre and post sanctions phases, which allowed on to observe changes in rebels’ resources and 

their capacity of wage an offensive. The findings of the study revealed that sanctions, effectively 

monitored and enforced by the controlling mechanism – Panel of Experts, can be expected to shorten 

rebels’ military and political resources, and weaken a faction accordingly. However, identifying 

sanctions impact on rebels’ economic resources proved difficult. Precisely, the study outlined that 

arms embargo prevents rearmament of a group via constraining arms flows to the rebel controlled 

territories; additionally, military offensives on the ground disarms rebels, those combined actions 

lessens rebels military capacity to wage a new war. Furthermore, diplomatic sanctions significantly 

decreased the number of rebels’ political supporters, shortening political resources for rebels, which 

resulted from the talks initiated by the PoE with government officials. Contrary, the commodity ban 

over diamonds proved incapable constraining the exports of valuable gemstones; the ban increased 

corruption level in the diamond business, by pushing the trade further underground, which did not 

allow witnessing any alterations in rebels’ economic resources. Additionally, the empirical evidences 

suggested modification of several theoretical assumptions.  

Based on the generated findings and close observations on the PoEs’ work, the paper made 

several policy recommendations. Particularly, it advised authorizing Panel of Experts for a single 

sanctions’ regime; secondly, the paper lobbied for longer panels’ mandate; and finally, it emphasized 

that introduction of sanctions should take place at the early warning phase of a conflict, before 

conflict intensity reaches peak.   

The study made threefold contribution: Firstly, it shifted theoretical analyses on rebel groups as 

targets of UN sanctions; second, the paper built and tested the theoretical approach and the causal 

mechanism. And finally, it offered several policy recommendations.  

Based on the findings of the study, as well as alternative explanations, several research 

directions can be suggested, which can further contribute in the development of the research field, as 
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well as broaden the research agenda towards more generalizable findings. Future research will 

benefit from examining more similar cases, which will further expand the external generalizability of 

the findings. Additionally, in order to better see impacts of commodity sanctions, it is recommended 

to examine the cases of commodity sanctions targeting other lootable resources, such as narcotic 

crops and gold, which can be as easily smuggled as diamonds. The findings of such study combined 

with the outcomes of the paper, will enrich analyses and expectations the commodity sanctions can 

be associated with.  
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Figure 2: Angola's Map - Pre-sanctions Phase 

 
Source: Initial map from Nations Online Project, with author’s additions 
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Figure 3: Angola's Map - Post-sanctions Phase 

 
Source: Initial map from Nations Online Project, with author’s additions 
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Figure 4: Map of Sierra Leone's Diamond Fields 

 
 

Source: newfieldresources.com 
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Source: Initial map from Nations Online Project, with author’s addition 
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Figure 5: Map of Sierra Leone – Pre-Sanctions Phase 
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Figure 6: Liberia's Map - Post-Sanctions Phase 

 

Source: Initial map from Nations Online Project, with author’s addition 
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11  Appendix I - Imposed Sanctions Against UNITA 

� July 1993 the UNSC threated sanctions on UNITA 
 
� September 1993 the UNSC by the resolution 864 imposed:  

- Arms imports embargo and petroleum products ban; 
- Extended the mandate of the UN Angola Verification Mission II; 
- Established Sanctions Committee; 
- Requested Member States reporting over sanctions compliance.   

 
� 28 August 1997 the UNSCR 1127 imposed:  

- Travel ban and suspension/cancelation of travel documents of senior UNITA officials and 
their family members; 

- Closure of all UNITA offices abroad; 
- Aviation ban and the use of flag vessels or aircraft to/from UNITA controlled territory.  

 
� 29 September 1997 UNSCR 1130 postponed the imposition of measures from UNSCR 1127 

(One month)  
 

� 29 October 1997 UNSCR 1135 authorized the implementation of sanctions specified in the 
resolution 1127 on the following day 
 

� 12 June 1998 UNSCR 1173 imposed: 
- Financial and asset freeze on UNITA, senior officials and their adult family members;  
- Diamond exports ban, applying to diamonds not controlled by the Certificate of Origin 

regime; 
- Mining equipment and service imports ban to areas of Angola not under State 

administration;  
- Ban over ground or waterborne transportation equipment or services in areas of Angola 

not under State administration. 
- Prevented officials contacts with UNITA leadership in areas of Angola not under State 

administration and specified exemption for representatives of GURN, UN and Lusaka 
Protocol.  

 
� 12 January 1999 UNSCR 1221 mentions the leader of UNITA, Jonas Savimbi, in the text of the 

resolution as not complying with UNSC demands.  
 

� 7 May 1999 identifies the UNITA leadership as primarily responsible for the deteriorating 
situation in Angola and established Expert Panels (for six month)  
 

� 18 April 2000 UNSCR 1295 encouraged previously imposed sanctions and established PoE (6 
months)  
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� 23 January 2001 UNSCR 1336 extended monitoring mechanism mandate (3 months)  
 
� 23 April 2001 UNSCR 1348 extended monitoring mechanism mandate (6 months)  

 
� 19 October 2001 UNSCR 1374 extended monitoring mechanism mandate (6 months) 

 
� 18 April 2002 UNSCR 1404 extended monitoring mechanism mandate (6 months)  

 
� 17 May 2002 UNSCR 1412 suspended UNSCR 1127 travel ban and cancelation of travel 

documents of senior UNITA officials and their adult family members (for 90 days)  
 

� 15 September 2002 UNSCR 1432 extended suspension of UNSCR 1127 travel ban and 
cancelation of travel documents 
 

� 18 October 2002 UNSCR 1439 terminated: 
- UNSCR 1127 travel ban and cancelation of travel documents; 
- Set review of remaining sanctions UNSCR 864, 1127 and 1173; 
- Extended Panel of Experts mandate for 2 months.  

 
� 09 December 2002 UNSCR 1448 terminated remaining sanctions and dissolved Sanctions 

Committee. 
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12 Appendix II – Imposed Sanctions Against RUF  

 

� 8 October 1997 UNSCR 1132 imposed:  
- Travel ban on military junta and their adult family members; 
- Petroleum imports ban to Sierra Leone (Exempt for democratically elected Government of 

Sierra Leone); 
- Arms embargo to all parties involved in the conflict;  
- Authorized ECOWAS to implement arms imports embargo and petroleum imports ban; 
- Established Sanctions Committee;  
- Requested ECOWAS and MS reporting. 

 
� 16 March 1998 UNSCR 1156 terminated UNSCR 1132 petroleum imports ban 
 
� 4 June 1998 UNSCR 1171 imposed:  

- Arms embargo on non-governmental entities (including RUF); 
- Travel ban on leading members of former military junta and RUF;  
- Terminated UNSCR 1132 travel ban and arms imports embargo; 

 
� 22 October 1999 UNSCR 1270 authorized UNAMSIL to ensure security and protect civilians 

under imminent threat of physical violence (mandate 6 months)  
 
 

� 5 July 2000 UNSCR 1306 imposed: 
- Rough diamonds exports ban from Sierra Leone, exempt diamonds controlled by 

Government of Sierra Leone through Certificate of Origin regime; 
- Established Panel of Experts (4 months mandate);  
- Modified Sanctions Committee mandate and requested it to make relevant information 

publicly available. 
 
 
 

� 19 December 2001 UNSCR 1385 renewed UNSCR 1385 rough diamond export ban  
 

� 16 January 2002 UNSCR 1389 welcomed official completion of the disarmament process; 
modified UNAMSIL mandate and increased its personnel 
 

� 4 December 2002 UNSCR 1446 renewed UNSCR 1306 diamond exports ban (6 months)  
 

� 17 April 2004 UNSCR 1562 extended UNAMSIL mandate until 30.06-2005, authorized using of 
all means necessary to carry out its mandate  
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� 16 June 2006 UNSCR 1688 decided Government of Netherlands shall facilitate implementation 
of decision of the Special Court to conduct trial of former President Taylor in the Netherlands 
 

� 30 March 2007 UNSCR 1750 modified UNMIL mandate to include support and security for 
activities conducted in Liberia by Special Court for Sierra Leone 
 
 

� 29 September 2010 UNSCR 1940 terminated UNSCR 1171 travel ban, arms imports embargo 
and related marking, registering, and notification obligations; dissolved Sanctions Committee 
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